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THE EXTENDED HAAGERUP FUSION CATEGORIES
PINHAS GROSSMAN, SCOTT MORRISON, DAVID PENNEYS, EMILY PETERS, AND NOAH SNYDER
Abstract. In this paper we construct two new fusion categories and many new subfactors related to the
exceptional Extended Haagerup subfactor.
The Extended Haagerup subfactor has two even parts EH1 and EH2. These fusion categories are
mysterious and are the only known fusion categories which appear to be unrelated to nite groups, quantum
groups, or Izumi quadratic categories. One key technique which has previously revealed hidden structure
in fusion categories is to study all other fusion categories in the Morita equivalence class, and hope that
one of the others is easier to understand. In this paper we show that there are exactly four categories
(EH1, EH2, EH3, EH4) in the Morita equivalence class of Extended Haagerup, and that there is a unique
Morita equivalence between each pair. The existence of EH3 and EH4 gives a number of interesting new
subfactors. Neither EH3 nor EH4 appears to be easier to understand than the Extended Haaerup subfactor,
providing further evidence that Extended Haagerup does not come from known constructions. We also nd
several interesting intermediate subfactor lattices related to Extended Haagerup.
The method we use to construct EH3 and EH4 is interesting in its own right and gives a general
computational recipe for constructing fusion categories in the Morita equivalence class of a subfactor. We
show that pivotal module C∗ categories over a given subfactor correspond exactly to realizations of that
subfactor planar algebra as a planar subalgebra of a graph planar algebra. This allows us to construct EH3
and EH4 by realizing the Extended Haagerup subfactor planar algebra inside the graph planar algebras
of two new graphs. This technique also answers a long-standing question of Jones: which graph planar
algebras contain a given subfactor planar algebra?
1. Introduction
The Extended Haagerup subfactor gives a Morita equivalence between two unitary fusion categories
called EH1 and EH2. The goal of this paper is to nd all fusion categories Morita equivalent to these
fusion categories. We nd two new fusion categories, seven new subfactors (along with their duals and
reduced subfactors), and several interesting new intermediate subfactor lattices.
Theorem 1.1. There are exactly two further fusion categories in the Morita equivalence class of EH 1 and
EH 2, which we call EH 3 and EH 4. Between any two of these four fusion categories, there is exactly one
Morita equivalence.
For every choice of simple object in each of these Morita equivalences, we get a subfactor. In addition to
the original 7-supertransitive Extended Haagerup subfactor, we get two new 3-supertransitive subfactors:
one is self-dual and comes from the Morita auto-equivalence of EH3 and the other comes from the Morita
equivalence between EH3 and EH4. Their principal graphs are:
∗ and ©­« ∗ , ∗ ª®¬ .
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The structures of EH 3 and EH 4 are explained in more detail in Section 2. Neither appears to be
easily understood using any general techniques, but we encourage the reader to look for a new way to
construct them which could give a better understanding of the Extended Haagerup subfactor.
At rst it was thought that all fusion categories might come from groups or quantum groups at roots of
unity. The rst “exotic” examples which appeared to be unrelated to nite groups or quantum groups came
from Haagerup’s small index classication program [Haa94], namely the Haagerup and Asaeda–Haagerup
subfactors constructed in [AH99] and the Extended Haagerup subfactor constructed in [BMPS12] (after
numerical evidence for existence was given by [Ike98]). However, with time, the rst two of these three
examples have been seen to be related to Izumi quadratic categories. Izumi generalized the Haagerup
subfactor to a possibly innite family of quadratic 3G subfactors [Izu01; EG11]. Recently in [GIS18],
Grossman-Izumi-Snyder found all fusion categories Morita equivalent to the Asaeda-Haagerup fusion
categories, and discovered that one is an Izumi quadratic category. The only remaining fusion categories
which appear unrelated to groups, quantum groups at roots of unity, or Izumi quadratic categories are
the Extended Haagerup fusion categories. Unlike in the Asaeda–Haagerup case where one of the new
categories was a quadratic category, neither EH3 nor EH4 has nontrivial invertible objects and so neither
can be a quadratic category.
The proof of the main theorem has two parts. On the one hand we need to limit the possible fusion
categories and Morita equivalences, and on the other hand we need to construct the remaining possibilities.
The former is an application of the techniques introduced in [GS16], using combinatorial restrictions for
compatible fusion rules for the hypothetical fusion categories and bimodule categories.
We construct EH3 and EH4 using a general graph planar algebra [Jon00] technique for nding
module categories over any fusion category where we have a good skein theoretic description. This
technique can be viewed as a generalization of the Ocneanu cell technique for SU (n) ([Ocn02], [EP09],
[PZ01]) to arbitrary tensor categories with good skein theoretic descriptions. From our combinatorial
calculation we know that there is at most one module category over each of EH1 and EH2 whose dual
can be EH3 (or EH4). So if we can construct a module category with the correct fusion rules, we will
have a construction of EH3 (or EH4) as the commutant category.
We can package EH1 and EH2 together with their Morita equivalence into a single multifusion
category which is the Extended Haagerup planar algebra. The fusion rules for tensoring simple objects in
a module with the single strand in Extended Haagerup give a bipartite graph Γ. We prove a graph planar
algebra embedding theorem for module categories, which shows such module categories for this planar
algebra correspond (up to gauging and graph automorphism) to embeddings of the Extended Haagerup
subfactor planar algebra inside the graph planar algebra of Γ. This generalizes the original graph planar
algebra embedding theorem [JP11] which only applied to the principal graphs.
Theorem 1.2. Suppose P• is a nite depth subfactor planar algebra. Let C denote the unitary multifusion
category of projections in P•, with distinguished object X = id1,+ ∈ P1,+ and the standard unitary pivotal
structure with respect to X . There is an equivalence between:
(1) Planar †-algebra embeddings P• → GPA(Γ)•, where Γ is a nite connected bipartite graph, and
(2) indecomposable nitely semisimple pivotal left C -module C∗ categoriesM whose fusion graph with
respect to X is Γ.
This theorem answers a long-standing question of Vaughan Jones: given a nite depth subfactor
planar algebra P•, determine all bipartite graphs Γ for which P• embeds in GPA(Γ)•.
By the skein theoretic description of Extended Haagerup in [BMPS12], in order to construct a map
from Extended Haagerup into a graph planar algebra, we need only specify a number for each loop of
length 16 and check a large number of linear and quadratic equations in these numbers.
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Theorem 1.3. The Extended Haagerup planar algebra can be embedded into the graph planar algebras of
each of the following bipartite graphs:
Γ3 = and Γ4 = .
Thus, the existence of EH3 and EH4 is now a corollary to Theorems 1.2 and 1.3.
From our complete classication of module categories, we see that there are exactly four graphs
whose graph planar algebras take maps from the Extended Haagerup planar algebra: the principal and
dual principal graphs for the original subfactor, and the two graphs in the previous theorem. (One may
think of these embeddings as giving four independent constructions of the Extended Haagerup subfactor
planar algebra.)
Theorem 1.2 also connects the results of [Pet10] and [GS12] to complete the classication of graph
planar algebra embeddings for the Haagerup planar algebra. In the last section of [Pet10], three embeddings
of the Haagerup planar algebra into graph planar algebras were found, corresponding to the two principal
graphs and the ‘broom’ graph. However, it was not proven there could not be others. The main result
of [GS12] shows there are exactly three module categories over the Haagerup subfactor planar algebra.
Thus we have:
Corollary 1.4. The Haagerup subfactor planar algebra embeds into GPA(Γ)• if and only if Γ is one of the
following:
(Haagerup principal graph)
(dual principal graph)
(‘broom’ graph)
Here, the two unshaded vertices of the ‘broom’ graph correspond to the thirdH2-module from [GS12, Cor. 3.16].
Section 2 summarizes the combinatorial structure of the four Extended Haagerup fusion categories and
the Morita equivalences between them. In particular, we describe the fusion rules for each fusion category,
and give the principal and dual principal graphs for all the subfactors coming from small objects in the
bimodule categories. This section concludes with a table of all lattices of intermediate subfactors coming
from these fusion categories, which can be read o from the fusion rules of the bimodule categories
following [Xu10, Cor. 2.4]. There are several particularly interesting examples: a (3,3)-supertransitive non-
commuting but cocommuting quadrilateral with indices (7.0283 . . . , 8.0283 . . .), a (2,2)-supertransitive
non-commuting but cocommuting quadrilateral with indices (13.3305 . . . , 14.3305 . . .), and a hexagonal
intermediate subfactor lattice whose lower and upper inclusions are the 7-supertransitive index 4.3772 . . .
extended Haagerup subfactor, and whose middle inclusions are 2-supertransitive with index 13.3305 . . .
The rst of these quadrilaterals is the smallest known example of index above 4 in Class II of the Grossman-
Izumi classication [GI08] of highly supertransitive non-commuting quadrilaterals. It is striking that
the smallest examples in Class III and Class IV are respectively the Asaeda–Haagerup and Haagerup
subfactors.
The main goal of Section 3 is to prove Theorem 1.2. We begin by recalling some key background
about module categories, bimodule categories, Brauer–Picard groupoids, and the Maximal Atlas. This
background is used throughout the paper. We also recall the relationship between module categories
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and functors C → End(M). We then relate End(M) to a version of graph planar algebra. We hope this
exposition will make graph planar algebra techniques accessible to readers with a background in tensor
categories. In particular, we prove a purely algebraic analogue of Theorem 1.2 directly from the action
map C → End(M). In order to adapt this simple algebraic argument to prove Theorem 1.2, we recall some
technical background on the denition and classication of unitary pivotal structures from [Pen18], and
the correct unitary pivotal analogues of module categories (analogous to [DY15] in the unitary non-pivotal
case and [Sch13] in the non-unitary pivotal case). Note that the unitary pivotal version of this result is
essential to our main results, because the characterization of maps out of the Extended Haagerup planar
algebra in [BMPS12] relies on positive deniteness in order to check more complicated skein relations
based on only a few simple skein relations.
In Section 4 we show that there are at most four fusion categories in the Extended Haagerup Morita
equivalence class and exactly one Morita equivalence between each pair of categories in this class. Fur-
thermore we determine all the fusion rules between objects in each of these potential fusion categories and
bimodule categories. This closely follows the techniques introduced in [GS16] by computing compatible
fusion rules for the hypothetical fusion categories and bimodule categories.
In Section 5 we recall and slightly modify the characterization of maps out of the Extended Haagerup
planar algebra proved in [BMPS12]. We then prove Theorem 1.3, again following the outline of [BMPS12].
In the rst appendix we give an alternate construction of EH3 by directly constructing a Q-system
on 1 ⊕ f (6) in the Extended Haagerup planar algebra using its explicit embedding into the graph planar
algebra of its principal graph. This approach does not work for EH4 because the smallest Q-system
yielding EH4 lives in too large a box space for computer calculations to be feasible. In the second appendix
we outline one promising skein theoretic approach which could give a more natural description of EH3
and EH4. These appendices are not intended to appear in the published version.
Throughout the paper we will use the notation C (X → Y ) to denote the morphisms between objects
X and Y in the category C .
1.1. Acknowledgements. This work was completed at the 2016 and 2017 AIM SQuaRE “Classifying
fusion categories.” The authors would like to thank AIM for their hospitality. NS and DP would like
to thank André Henriques and Corey Jones for helpful conversations. In particular, André had an
immense impact on the ideas and results in Section 3. PG was supported by ARC grants DP140100732 and
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‘Low dimensional categories’ DP160103479, and a Future Fellowship ‘Quantum symmetries’ FT170100019
from the Australian Research Council. DP was supported by NSF DMS grants 1500387/1655912 and
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2. Facts about the Extended Haagerup fusion categories
In this section, we describe the Extended Haagerup fusion categories from Theorem 1.1. The logic
here is somewhat convoluted; the statements of this section logically depend on the later sections (and
we’re careful not to use the statements here in those sections!). We have decided to put this summary
rst in order to make the structure of these new fusion categories as accessible as possible.
Recall that by the main results of this paper, there are exactly four unitary fusion categories EH1,
EH2, EH3, and EH4 in the Extended Haagerup Morita equivalence class, and between any two of these
four, there is exactly one Morita equivalence. Furthermore, because the center of the Extended Haagerup
fusion category has no nontrivial invertible objects, there is a unique composition for each tensor product
of bimodules
Φ : AKB B BLC  AMC .
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Notation 2.1. For 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 4, we denote by EHij the unique invertible EHi − EHj bimodule category,
and notice that EHii = EHi . One may view EH = (EHij)4i,j=1 as a single 4 × 4 unitary multifusion
category.
We interpret the fusion ring EH := K0(EH) for EH as a single ring whose basis consists of the
disjoint union of a set of representatives of simple objects Irr(EHij) for each EHij . We denote by EHij
the span of the set of representatives of simple objects in Irr(EHij), and notice that EHii = K0(EHi). Of
course the products of objects which are not composable are declared to be zero; that is, EH is faithfully
graded by the standard system of matrix units for M4(C).
Within each EHij we order simple objects by increasing dimension, so Okij denotes the kth smallest
simple object in EHij (or, abusing notation, the corresponding basis element in the Grothendieck ring).
When there are duplicate dimensions the ties are broken arbitrarily.
We describe the fusion ring EH in the Mathematica notebook EHmult.nb, which is a wrapper for
the data le EHmult.txt, both of which are bundled with the arXiv sources of this article. Therein,
we supply a 6-dimensional tensor T whose (i, j,k,x ,y, z)-entry is the coecient of z-th basis element of
EHik in the product of the x-th basis element of EHij and the y-th basis element of EHjk . On the level
of categories, these coecients are the dimensions of Hom spaces between simple objects and tensor
products of pairs of simple objects. That is,
Oxij ⊗ Oyjk 
⊕
z
T (i, j,k,x ,y, z)Ozik .
In this section, we gather information on all the Extended Haagerup fusion categories, including
fusion rules, the simplest Q-systems, and intermediate subfactor lattices.
Notation 2.2. Our convention for principal graphs of subfactors and fusion graphs of fusion categories
is that we always tensor on the right. In particular, the fusion graph for X has dim(EH(A ⊗ X → B))
oriented edges between simples A and B. Later, in §4.4, we will discuss fusion graphs for left module
categories, which use the opposite convention.
2.1. Structure of EH1. The fusion rules for EH1 (which is the dual even half of the Extended Haagerup
subfactor) are given by
⊗ f (2) f (4) f (6) P ′ Q′
f (2) 1 ⊕ f (2) ⊕ f (4) f (2) ⊕ f (4) ⊕ f (6) f (4) ⊕ f (6) ⊕ P ′ ⊕ Q′ f (6) ⊕ 2P ′ ⊕ Q′ f (6) ⊕ P ′
f (4) f (2) ⊕ f (4) ⊕ f (6) 1 ⊕ f
(2) ⊕ f (4)
⊕ f (6) ⊕ P ′ ⊕ Q′
f (2) ⊕ f (4) ⊕ 2f (6)
⊕3P ′ ⊕ Q′
f (4) ⊕ 3f (6)
⊕3P ′ ⊕ 2Q′
f (4) ⊕ f (6)
⊕2P ′ ⊕ Q′
f (6) f (4) ⊕ f (6) ⊕ P ′ ⊕ Q′ f
(2) ⊕ f (4)2f (6)
⊕3P ′ ⊕ Q′
1 ⊕ f (2) ⊕ 2f (4)
⊕4f (6) ⊕ 5P ′ ⊕ 3Q′
f (2) ⊕ 3f (4) ⊕ 5f (6)
⊕6P ′ ⊕ 3Q′
f (2) ⊕ f (4) ⊕ 3f (6)
⊕3P ′ ⊕ 2Q′
P ′ f (6) ⊕ 2P ′ ⊕ Q′ f
(4) ⊕ 3f (6)
⊕3P ′ ⊕ 2Q′
f (2) ⊕ 3f (4) ⊕ 5f (6)
⊕6P ′ ⊕ 3Q′
1 ⊕ 2f (2) ⊕ 3f (4)
⊕6f (6) ⊕ 7P ′ ⊕ 4Q′
f (2) ⊕ 2f (4) ⊕ 3f (6)
⊕4P ′ ⊕ 2Q′
Q′ f (6) ⊕ P ′ f
(4) ⊕ f (6)
⊕2P ′ ⊕ Q′
f (2) ⊕ f (4) ⊕ 3f (6)
⊕3P ′ ⊕ 2Q′
f (2) ⊕ 2f (4) ⊕ 3f (6)
⊕4P ′ ⊕ 2Q′
1 ⊕ f (4) ⊕ 2f (6)
⊕2P ′ ⊕ Q′
Here we have given more informative names to the objects, corresponding to those used in [BMPS12]
rather than merely naming them Ox11. The dimensions of the objects (f (2), f (4), f (6), P ′,Q′) are roughly
(3.4, 7.0, 13.3, 16.0, 8.7), and this determines the ordering used in the Ox11 notation. In particular O111 = 1,
O211 = f
(2), O311 = f (4), O411 = Q′ (as it has the next smallest dimension), O511 = f (6), and O611 = P ′.
A Morita equivalence between C and D gives a braided equivalence Z (C )  Z (D). Any such D
is of the form A-mod for A a Lagrangian algebra in Z (C ) [Sch01; ENO10; DMNO13]. In general there
might be several Lagrangian algebras yielding a given D, but in our case since the Brauer–Picard group
is trivial there is a unique Lagrangian algebra for each D. Using the notation of [GM17] for the objects in
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the center Z (EH), the Lagrangian algebra giving EH1 has underlying object:
ω0 ⊕ ω1 ⊕ ω2 ⊕ α1 ⊕ α2 ⊕ α3.
2.2. Structure of EH2. The fusion rules for EH2 (which is the principal even half of the Extended
Haagerup subfactor) are given by
⊗ f (2) f (4) f (6) P Q A B
f (2) 1 ⊕ f (2) ⊕ f (4) f (2) ⊕ f (4) ⊕ f (6) f (4) ⊕W B ⊕W A ⊕W Q P
f (4) f (2) ⊕ f (4) ⊕ f (6) 1 ⊕ f
(2)⊕
f (4) ⊕W
f (2) ⊕ f (4)⊕
A ⊕ B ⊕ 2W f
(4) ⊕ A ⊕ 2W f (4) ⊕ B ⊕ 2W f (6) ⊕ P f (6) ⊕ Q
f (6) f (4) ⊕W f
(2) ⊕ f (4)⊕
A ⊕ B ⊕ 2W 1 ⊕W ⊕ Z f
(6) ⊕ Q ⊕ Z f (6) ⊕ P ⊕ Z f (4) ⊕ B ⊕W f (4) ⊕ A ⊕W
P A ⊕W f (4) ⊕ B ⊕ 2W f (6) ⊕ Q ⊕ Z 1 ⊕ P ⊕ Z f (6) ⊕ Z f (2) ⊕ A ⊕W f (4) ⊕W
Q B ⊕W f (4) ⊕ A ⊕ 2W f (6) ⊕ P ⊕ Z f (6) ⊕ Z 1 ⊕ Q ⊕ Z f (4) ⊕W f (2) ⊕ B ⊕W
A P f (6) ⊕ Q f (4) ⊕ B ⊕W f (4) ⊕W f (2) ⊕ A ⊕W f (6) 1 ⊕ P
B Q f (6) ⊕ P f (4) ⊕ A ⊕W f (2) ⊕ B ⊕W f (4) ⊕W 1 ⊕ Q f (6)
using the abbreviationsW = f (6) + P +Q and Z = A + B + f (2) + 2f (4) + 3f (6) + 3P + 3Q .
Remark 2.3. In the rst appendix we give an alternate construction of EH3 by constructing a Q-system
on 1 + f (6) in EH2 whose dual category is EH3. This construction is viable because
dim(Hom(f (6) ⊗ f (6) → f (6))) = 4
is not too large.
The dimensions of (f (2), f (4), f (6), P ,Q,A,B) are roughly (3.4, 7.0, 13.3, 12.3, 12.3, 3.7, 3.7), which again
determines the ordering in the Ox22 naming.
Since A and B = A have small dimension we also record the fusion graph for tensoring with A and
the principal graph for the corresponding subfactor. The fusion graph is:
1
A
B
f (6) f (4) f (2)
Q
P
.
The corresponding subfactor 1 ⊂ AA has index roughly 13.3. It has the following principal and dual
principal graph. Notice that every simple appears twice — once as an even vertex and once as an odd
vertex.
(2.1) ∗
1 A
A
P
f (2)
Q
f (2)
B
B
1
P f (6) f (6) Q
f (4) f (4)
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The Extended Haagerup subfactor planar algebra constructed in [BMPS12] (see §5) provides a Morita
equivalence between EH1 and EH2. The generating object X in the Morita equivalence is the smallest
object O112 in the unique invertible bimodule category between these two fusion categories. The principal
graphs are ©­­­«
1 f (2) f (4) f (6)
P A
Q B
,
1 f (2) f (4) f (6)
P ′
Q′
ª®®®¬ .
Notice all even vertices are self dual except for A  B.
The Lagrangian algebra giving EH2 has underlying object:
ω0 ⊕ ω1 ⊕ ω2 ⊕ 2α1 ⊕ α2.
2.3. Structure of EH3. The fusion rules for EH3 are as follows.
⊗ X X Y1 Y2 U V W
X U 1⊕Y2 V⊕X W X⊕W V⊕W ⊕Y2 U⊕V⊕W ⊕Y1
X 1⊕Y1 U W X⊕V W ⊕X V⊕W ⊕Y1 U⊕V⊕W ⊕Y2
Y1 W X⊕V 1⊕V⊕W ⊕Y1 U⊕V⊕W U⊕V⊕W ⊕Y2 X⊕U⊕2V⊕2W ⊕Y1⊕Y2
U⊕2V⊕3W ⊕
X⊕Y1⊕Y2
Y2 V⊕X W U⊕V⊕W 1⊕V⊕W ⊕Y2 U⊕V⊕W ⊕Y1 U⊕2V⊕2W ⊕X⊕Y1⊕Y2
X⊕U⊕2V⊕
3W ⊕Y1⊕Y2
U X⊕W W ⊕X U⊕V⊕W ⊕Y2 U⊕V⊕W ⊕Y1 1⊕U⊕V⊕W ⊕Y1⊕Y2 U⊕2V⊕3W ⊕Y1⊕Y2
X⊕U⊕3V⊕
3W ⊕X⊕Y1⊕Y2
V V⊕W ⊕Y1 V⊕W ⊕Y2 U⊕2V⊕2W ⊕X⊕Y1⊕Y2
X⊕U⊕2V⊕
2W ⊕Y1⊕Y2 U⊕2V⊕3W ⊕Y1⊕Y2
1⊕X⊕2U⊕4V⊕
5W ⊕X⊕2Y1⊕2Y2
X⊕3U⊕5V⊕
6W ⊕X⊕2Y1⊕2Y2
W U⊕V⊕W ⊕Y2 U⊕V⊕W ⊕Y1 X⊕U⊕2V⊕3W ⊕Y1⊕Y2
U⊕2V⊕3W ⊕
X⊕Y1⊕Y2
X⊕U⊕3V⊕
3W ⊕X⊕Y1⊕Y2
X⊕3U⊕5V⊕
6W ⊕X⊕2Y1⊕2Y2
1⊕X⊕3U⊕6V⊕
7W ⊕X⊕3Y1⊕3Y2
The dimensions of (X ,X ,Y1,Y2,U ,V ,W ) are approximately (2.6, 2.6, 6.0, 6.0, 7.0, 13.3, 15.9). They are
listed in the order O233, O333, etc.
The fusion graph for X ∈ EH3 is given by
1
X
X
U W V
Y1
Y2
The principal graph of the subfactor corresponding to the algebra object X ⊗ X ∈ EH3 is given below. It
has index roughly 7.0. Notice that each simple of EH3 appears twice — once as an even vertex and once
as an odd vertex.
(2.2) ∗
1 X Y2 V V Y1 X 1
Y2
W W
Y1
U U
X X
.
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This paper establishes that EH3 is a categorication of the above ring, but we don’t know that this
is the only such categorication. Thus in order to construct the Extended Haagerup subfactor from an
alternative proposed construction of EH3 one would need to do additional work. Since the even parts of
the Extended Haagerup subfactor are the only categorications of their fusion rings, it would be enough
to construct a categorication of the EH3 fusion ring plus an algebra structure on 1 ⊕ U , and check that
the fusion ring of the commutant category corresponding to the algebra 1 ⊕ U is the fusion ring of EH2.
We are able to list all Q-systems in EH3. The Q-system corresponding to O123 has relatively small
dimension and its underlying object is 1 ⊕ U . The dual algebra in this case is 1 ⊕ f (6) in EH2. The index
of this subfactor is approximately 14.3, and the principal graphs are:
(2.3) ∗
1 f (6)
P
Q
f (2)
f (4)
A
B
∗
1 V
X
X
Y2
Y1
U
W
.
The Lagrangian algebra in Z (EH) giving EH3 has underlying object:
ω0 ⊕ ω1 ⊕ ω2 ⊕ 2α1 ⊕ α2.
Note that this is the same underlying object as the Lagrangian algebra corresponding to EH2; the algebra
structures must be dierent.
2.4. Structure of EH4. We now turn to describing some of the combinatorial structure of EH4. The
fusion rules for EH4 are as follows.
⊗ Z Z G H K1 K2 L
Z G⊕K1⊕K2⊕L 1⊕G⊕H ⊕K2⊕L
H ⊕K2⊕
L⊕Z ⊕Z
G⊕H ⊕K1⊕
K2⊕L⊕Z
G⊕H ⊕K1⊕
K2⊕L⊕Z ⊕Z
H ⊕K1⊕
K2⊕2L⊕Z
G⊕H ⊕2K1⊕
K2⊕2L⊕Z ⊕Z
Z
1⊕G⊕
H ⊕K1⊕L G⊕K1⊕K2⊕L
H ⊕K1⊕
L⊕Z ⊕Z
G⊕H ⊕K1⊕
K2⊕L⊕Z
H ⊕K1⊕
K2⊕2L⊕Z
G⊕H ⊕K1⊕
K2⊕L⊕Z ⊕Z
G⊕H ⊕K1⊕
2K2⊕2L⊕Z ⊕Z
G
H ⊕K1⊕
L⊕Z ⊕Z
H ⊕K2⊕
L⊕Z ⊕Z
1⊕G⊕H ⊕
K1⊕K2⊕L
G⊕H ⊕K1⊕
K2⊕L⊕Z ⊕Z
G⊕H ⊕K1⊕
K2⊕2L⊕Z
G⊕H ⊕K1⊕
K2⊕2L⊕Z
G⊕H ⊕2K1⊕
2K2⊕2L⊕Z ⊕Z
H
G⊕H ⊕K1⊕
K2⊕L⊕Z
G⊕H ⊕K1⊕
K2⊕L⊕Z
G⊕H ⊕K1⊕
K2⊕L⊕Z ⊕Z
1⊕G⊕H ⊕K1⊕
K2⊕2L⊕Z ⊕Z
G⊕H ⊕2K1⊕
K2⊕2L⊕Z ⊕Z
G⊕H ⊕K1⊕
2K2⊕2L⊕Z ⊕Z
G⊕2H ⊕2K1⊕
2K2⊕3L⊕Z ⊕Z
K1
H ⊕K1⊕
K2⊕2L⊕Z
G⊕H ⊕K1⊕
K2⊕L⊕Z ⊕Z
G⊕H ⊕K1⊕
K2⊕2L⊕Z
G⊕H ⊕2K1⊕
K2⊕2L⊕Z ⊕Z
1⊕G⊕2H ⊕K1⊕
2K2⊕2L⊕Z ⊕Z
G⊕H ⊕2K1⊕
2K2⊕2L⊕Z ⊕Z
2G⊕2H ⊕2K1⊕
2K2⊕3L⊕Z ⊕2Z
K2
G⊕H ⊕K1⊕
K2⊕L⊕Z ⊕Z
H ⊕K1⊕
K2⊕2L⊕Z
G⊕H ⊕K1⊕
K2⊕2L⊕Z
G⊕H ⊕K1⊕
2K2⊕2L⊕Z ⊕Z
G⊕H ⊕2K1⊕
2K2⊕2L⊕Z ⊕Z
1⊕G⊕2H ⊕2K1⊕
K2⊕2L⊕Z ⊕Z
2G⊕2H ⊕2K1⊕
2K2⊕3L⊕2Z ⊕Z
L
G⊕H ⊕K1⊕
2K2⊕2L⊕Z ⊕Z
G⊕H ⊕2K1⊕
K2⊕2L⊕Z ⊕Z
G⊕H ⊕2K1⊕
2K2⊕2L⊕Z ⊕Z
G⊕2H ⊕2K1⊕
2K2⊕3L⊕Z ⊕Z
2G⊕2H ⊕2K1⊕
2K2⊕3L⊕2Z ⊕Z
2G⊕2H ⊕2K1⊕
2K2⊕3L⊕Z ⊕2Z
1⊕2G⊕3H ⊕3K1⊕
3K2⊕4L⊕2Z ⊕2Z
The dimensions of the objects (Z ,Z ,G,H ,K1,K2,L) are approximately (6.3, 6.3, 7.0, 8.6, 9.6, 9.6, 13.3).
These are already in increasing order, so the objects Ox44 appear in this order.
None of the objects in EH4 is small enough to have a nice fusion graph. The Q-system corresponding
to O134 does give a 3-supertransitive subfactor. The underlying object of this Q-system is 1 ⊕ G and the
dual Q-system is 1 ⊕ U in EH3, and the index is roughly 8.0. The principal graphs for this subfactor are
given by:
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∗
1 U
Y1
Y2
W
V
X
X
(2.4)
∗
1 G
H
K1
L
K2
Z
Z
As with EH2 and EH3, the Lagrangian algebra giving EH4 has underlying object:
ω0 ⊕ ω1 ⊕ ω2 ⊕ 2α1 ⊕ α2.
We thus see that this object must have three distinct algebra structures on it.
2.5. Intermediate subfactors. In this section we describe all the lattices of intermediate subfactors
for subfactors coming from the objects in the Extended Haagerup bimodule categories. These can be
read directly from the fusion rules for the bimodules following [Xu10, Cor. 2.4]. The relationship
between bimodule fusion rules and intermediate subfactors is particularly simple for Extended Haagerup
because the categories have no nontrivial outer automorphisms and no invertible objects. In such a case
intermediate subfactors correspond exactly to triples of objects X , Y , Z in the bimodule categories such
that X ⊗ Y  Z . The corresponding subfactors are 1 ⊂ X ⊗ X ⊂ X ⊗ (Y ⊗ Y ) ⊗ X = Z ⊗ Z . The small
subfactors 1 ⊂ X ⊗ X and X ⊗ X ⊂ X ⊗ (Y ⊗ Y ) ⊗ X are irreducible exactly when X and Y are, and the
large subfactor 1 ⊂ Z ⊗ Z is irreducible exactly when X ⊗ Y is simple. Note that it is rare to have a pair
of simple objects X ,Y such that the product X ⊗ Y is simple, and this explains why irreducible subfactors
typically have few intermediates.
Each row of the following table lists triples of simple objects X = Oxij , Y = O
y
jk
, and their simple
product X ⊗ Y = Oz
ik
. The columns labelled ‘ST’ and ‘Index’ indicate the supertransitivity and index of
the corresponding subfactors. We only list one representative of each dual pair, so in the tables we always
have i < j . We’ve grouped rows together according to the identity of the large object Z , as these rows are
all intermediate subfactors of the same large subfactor.
We recall that:
• O121 and O112 correspond to the Extended Haagerup subfactor and its dual,
• O233 corresponds to the subfactor with principal graph shown in Equation (2.2),
• O134 and O143 correspond to the subfactor with principal graph shown in Equation (2.4),
• O322 and O422 both correspond to the subfactor with principal graph shown in Equation (2.1), and
• O123 and O132 correspond to the subfactor with principal graph shwon in Equation (2.3).
Z Index(Z ) X ST(X ) Index(X ) Y ST(Y ) Index(Y )
O611 255.411 O412 1 58.3502 O121 7 4.3772
O312 1 58.3502 O121 7 4.3772
O112 7 4.3772 O321 1 58.3502
O112 7 4.3772 O421 1 58.3502
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O312 58.3502 O112 7 4.3772 O422 2 13.3305
O412 58.3502 O112 7 4.3772 O322 2 13.3305
O612 329.743 O113 1 23.0099 O132 2 14.3305
O213 1 23.0099 O132 2 14.3305
O212 1 24.736 O322 2 13.3305
O212 1 24.736 O422 2 13.3305
O411 1 75.3318 O112 7 4.3772
O413 62.7274 O112 7 4.3772 O123 2 14.3305
O513 161.72 O113 1 23.0099 O233 3 7.0283
O213 1 23.0099 O333 3 7.0283
O613 262.439 O114 1 32.6893 O143 3 8.0283
O214 1 32.6893 O143 3 8.0283
O313 1 37.3404 O233 3 7.0283
O313 1 37.3404 O333 3 7.0283
O211 1 11.4055 O113 1 23.0099
O211 1 11.4055 O213 1 23.0099
O622 152.041 O222 1 11.4055 O422 2 13.3305
O322 2 13.3305 O222 1 11.4055
O722 152.041 O222 1 11.4055 O322 2 13.3305
O422 2 13.3305 O222 1 11.4055
O822 177.702 O322 2 13.3305 O322 2 13.3305
O422 2 13.3305 O422 2 13.3305
O223 100.719 O123 2 14.3305 O333 3 7.0283
O121 7 4.3772 O213 1 23.0099
O323 100.719 O123 2 14.3305 O233 3 7.0283
O121 7 4.3772 O113 1 23.0099
O423 163.446 O124 1 20.3588 O143 3 8.0283
O224 1 20.3588 O143 3 8.0283
O222 1 11.4055 O123 2 14.3305
O121 7 4.3772 O313 1 37.3404
O523 191.032 O322 2 13.3305 O123 2 14.3305
O422 2 13.3305 O123 2 14.3305
O324 115.049 O123 2 14.3305 O134 3 8.0283
O424 143.088 O121 7 4.3772 O114 1 32.6893
O121 7 4.3772 O214 1 32.6893
O524 271.392 O422 2 13.3305 O124 1 20.3588
O322 2 13.3305 O224 1 20.3588
O121 7 4.3772 O314 1 62.0013
O633 49.3969 O233 3 7.0283 O233 3 7.0283
O333 3 7.0283 O333 3 7.0283
O833 255.411 O533 1 36.3404 O333 3 7.0283
O433 1 36.3404 O233 3 7.0283
O333 3 7.0283 O433 1 36.3404
O233 3 7.0283 O533 1 36.3404
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O234 56.4252 O233 3 7.0283 O134 3 8.0283
O333 3 7.0283 O134 3 8.0283
O534 291.751 O433 1 36.3404 O134 3 8.0283
O533 1 36.3404 O134 3 8.0283
O132 2 14.3305 O124 1 20.3588
O132 2 14.3305 O224 1 20.3588
Let us briey summarise the interesting subfactor lattices encoded in the above table.
There are four lines with Z = O611, so there are four intermediate subfactors of the index 255.411 . . .
subfactor corresponding to O611. Note that O611 denotes the 6th smallest object in EH1, which is P ′, so
this subfactor is the reduced subfactor corresponding to P ′. For two of these intermediates the lower
inclusion is Extended Haagerup while the upper inclusions have index 58.3502 . . . and come from the
reduced subfactor construction for O312 or O412 (these are the odd vertices near the ends of the Extended
Haagerup principal graph). For the other two, the lower and upper parts are switched. We next want
to see how these t together into a lattice. From the next two lines in the table we see that the index
58.3502 . . . subfactors themselves each have a single intermediate, with one inclusion being Extended
Haagerup and the other being the 2-supertransitive subfactor of index 13.3305 . . . with principal graph
shown in Equation (2.1). It follows that the lattice is a hexagon, where the upper and lower edges are the
Extended Haagerup subfactor and the middle edges are the index 13.3305 . . . subfactors.
Note that since none of the other entries in the X or Y columns also occurs in the Z column, other
than the hexagon every lattice will just be Mn, the lattice with one maximal element, one minimal element,
and n incomparable elements between them. The number of such incomparable entries is simply the
number of rows with that Z ; for example, O613 has intermediate subfactor lattice M6.
In addition to the hexagon there are a few notable examples of quadrilaterals where all inclusions are
at least 2-supertransitive.
• A quadrilateral from O633 = U which follows from X ⊗ X  U  X ⊗ X . This quadrilateral is
commuting and cocommuting. This quadrilateral suggests a possible diagrammatic presentation
for EH3, described in Appendix B.
• A quadrilateral from O822 = f (6) which follows from A ⊗ A  f (6)  f (6)  B ⊗ B in EH2. This
quadrilateral is commuting and cocommuting. As for the previous quadrilateral, this may lead to
a diagrammatic presentation for EH2.
• A quadrilateral from O523 whose dual is a non-commuting but cocommuting (2, 2)-supertransitive
quadrilateral where the subfactor is the index 14.3305 . . . one from Equation (2.3) and the upper
quadrilateral is the index 13.3305 . . . from Equation (2.1).
• A quadrilateral from O234 whose dual is a non-commuting but cocommuting (3, 3)-supertransitive
quadrilateral where the subfactor is the index 8.0283 . . . one from Equation (2.4) and the upper
quadrilateral is the index 7.0283 . . . from Equation (2.2).
In [GI08] non-commuting cocommuting supertransitive quadrilaterals are divided into three cases
(called Classes II, III, and IV, while Class I referred to non-cocommuting) based on whether the Galois
group is trivial, cyclic of order 2, or cyclic of order 3. The third and fourth examples above both t into
Class II. We expect that the fourth example is the smallest quadrilateral in Class II with indices above
4. Note that the smallest example with indices above 4 in Class III comes from the Asaeda–Haagerup
subfactor, while the smallest example with indices above 4 in Class IV comes from the Haagerup subfactor.
It is striking that Extended Haagerup appears to be the smallest example in the remaining case.
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3. Module categories and graph planar algebra embeddings
The graph planar algebra embedding theorem from [JP11] states that any subfactor planar algebra
embeds in the graph planar algebra [Jon00] of either of its principal graphs. Peters observed in [Pet10]
that it is possible for a subfactor planar algebra to embed in the graph planar algebra of other graphs;
in particular she found that the Haagerup planar algebra embeds in the graph planar algebra of a third
graph, called the ‘broom’. In this section we strengthen the graph planar algebra embedding theorem, to
obtain a classication of embeddings in graph planar algebras. In particular, we show that a subfactor
planar algebra embeds into the graph planar algebra of a bipartite graph if and only if the graph is the
fusion graph of a unitary module category with a compatible trace.
We begin with the simple observation that a module categoryM for a tensor category C is exactly the
data of a tensor functor C → End(M). As we proceed through this section, we elaborate this observation
in various directions, eventually obtaining our theorem. This involves four adjustments:
• describing endofunctors in End(M) as graphs,
• adapting to the shaded setting required for subfactor planar algebras,
• working in the unitary setting, and
• understanding the additional data corresponding to pivotal structures.
Note that in order to be able to characterize maps out of the Extended Haagerup subfactor planar algebra
(and hence characterize modules for the module categories), we will rely on the unitary pivotal structure
(see Remark 5.6). Thus even if the reader is only interested in the algebraic classication of modules over
the Extended Haagerup fusion categories, they still need to understand the unitary pivotal version of the
graph planar algebra embedding theorem!
We will assume that the reader is familiar with tensor categories following [EGNO15], but we will not
assume previous familiarity with graph planar algebras. We take this pedagogical approach for several
reasons. First, it was this algebraic perspective that allowed us to see that one should expect a GPA
embedding theorem for modules. Thus this approach unies (unitary) module category classication
results like [EO04; DY15] and GPA embedding constructions like [Jon01; Pet10; BMPS12], which will
hopefully make GPA embeddings more accessible to algebraists. Second, an independent purely subfactor
theoretic proof of our classication of embeddings will appear soon in [CHPS18], using towers of algebras.
Subfactor experts may prefer to read that paper as a replacement for this section.
Here is a more detailed breakdown of this section. In §3.1 we recall some background on module
categories, Morita equivalences, and the endofunctor embedding theorem (that giving a module category
M over C is the same as giving a functor C → End(M)). In §3.2 we introduce an “unbiased" denition
of monoidal categories which we call monoidal algebras. Monoidal algebras are an analogue of planar
algebras without rotational symmetry. In Section 3.3 we introduce the graph monoidal algebra (which is an
analogue of the graph planar algebra), explain its relationship to End(M), and see that the endomorphism
embedding theorem yields a graph monoidal algebra embedding theorem for module categories. This is
the simplest non-technical version of our main result, and contains the major idea of this section.
The rest of the section is dedicated to adapting the graph monoidal algebra embedding theorem for
module categories to the pivotal and unitary pivotal settings where it becomes the graph planar algebra
embedding theorem for appropriate pivotal and unitary pivotal analogues of module categories. These
analogues of module categories involve both structure onM and compatibility of that structure with
the module action. In the semisimple pivotal setting Schaumann [Sch13] showed that the appropriate
structure is a choice of trace onM. In §3.4, we recall the denitions of planar algebra, unitary dual
functors, and unitary pivotal structure, and we explain the relationship between planar algebras and
unitary pivotal fusion categories. In §3.5, we recall Schaumann’s notion of trace and modify this notion
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to the unitary setting, we then dene (unitary) pivotal modules, prove a (unitary) pivotal analogue of
endofunctor embedding, and translate that into the desired graph planar algebra embedding theorem.
3.1. Module categories, Morita equivalences, and endofunctor embedding. Recall that a multi-
tensor category over C is a C-linear abelian category together with a tensor product ⊗, a unit object 1C ,
and unitors and associators satisfying natural axioms, where every object X has a dual X∨. We call C a
tensor category if 1C is simple. A multifusion category is a semisimple multitensor category with nitely
many isomorphism classes of simples, and a fusion category is a multifusion category with 1C simple. For
further details see the book [EGNO15].
Tensor categories can be thought of as categorical analogues of ordinary algebras. Many ordinary
algebraic notions have analogues for tensor categories, and in particular the analogues of modules,
bimodules, and Morita equivalences play a key role in studying tensor categories, as pioneered by
Ocneanu, Müger, Ostrik, and others [Ocn02; Müg03; Ost03a]. Again see [EGNO15, §7] for further details.
In particular, we have the following two important problems about the “representation theory” of
fusion categories.
Problem 3.1 (Classication of Modules). Classify all indecomposable semisimple module categories over a
given fusion category C .
Problem 3.2 (Morita Equivalence). Classify all fusion categories D (up to tensor equivalence) which are
Morita equivalent to C , and all the Morita equivalences between them (up to bimodule equivalence).
Furthermore, understand the Brauer-Picard groupoid, which describes the compositions of these Morita
equivalences under balanced tensor product CM D NE .
From a higher categorical perspective it is somewhat unnatural to only study equivalence classes, and
it is more natural to consider Etingof-Nikshych-Ostrik’s Brauer-Picard 3-groupoid [ENO10] which consists
of fusion categories Morita equivalent to C , Morita equivalences between them, bimodule equivalences
between these Morita equivalences, and bimodule natural isomorphisms. The higher structure of this
3-groupoid is essential for classifying G-graded extensions of fusion categories. The Morita equivalence
problem asks for the fundamental 1-groupoid of this 3-groupoid. As it turns out, for the examples
considered in this paper, the higher structure of the 3-groupoid is trivial (see Corollary 4.6).
The following theorem shows that the two problems above are closely related. Recall that if X is an
invertible object, then conjugation by X is an inner autoequivalence.
Theorem 3.3 ([ENO10, Prop. 4.2 and §4.3], [EGNO15, §7.12]). If C is a fusion category and M is a
semisimple C -module category, then C − D bimodule category structures onM which extend the C-module
structure correspond exactly to functors F : D → EndC (M), and such a bimodule is a Morita equivalence if
and only if F is an equivalence of multitensor categories. Two such bimodule categories are equivalent if and
only if the functors dier by an inner autoequivalence. Furthermore, EndC (M) is a tensor category (with
simple unit object) if and only ifM is indecomposable.
In particular, in order to solve the Problem 3.2 about Morita equivalence, it is enough to solve Problem
3.1 about modules, and further solve the following.
Problem 3.4 (Outer Automorphisms). For each D in the Morita equivalence class of C , nd the outer
automorphism group of D.
None of the fusion categories we study in this article have outer automorphisms. Thus classifying
modules and Morita equivalences are essentially the same. However, the reader should note that given C
andM, actually calculating the structure of the dual category EndC (M) may be quite dicult. The dual
categories EndC (M) are essentially the same thing as the dual parts of GHJ subfactors [GHJ89]. We refer
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the reader to [Kaw95] for a notable concrete example where understanding the detailed structure of the
dual category is dicult.
All of the above problems are “external” problems, relating C to other tensor categories and module
categories. However, they are closely related by a theorem of Ostrik [Ost03a] to “internal” problems
about algebra objects or Q-systems inside C . Two such algebras are internally Morita equivalent if there
is an invertible bimodule object between them.
Theorem 3.5 ([Ost03a]). Given A, a connected semisimple algebra,ModC (A) is an indecomposable module
category. Moreover every indecomposable C-module categoryM is equivalent to one of this form, by taking
A = EndC(m) for any simplem ∈ M.
The collection of connected semisimple algebras {B | ModC (B)  ModC (A)} is exactly the internal
Morita equivalence class of A.
The dual category EndC (ModC (A)) is canonically identied with the category of A −A bimodules in C.
This theorem shows that the above problems are closely related to Ocneanu’s “maximal atlas” [Ocn02].
Denition 3.6. Let C be a fusion category. A maximal atlas for C is a choice of a semisimple connected
algebra A in each internal Morita equivalence class. From such a maximal atlas, one gets a collection of
fusion categories BimC (A,A) and Morita equivalences BimC (A,B).1
In general, a maximal atlas will contain less information than the Brauer-Picard groupoid, because it
does not remember the tensor equivalences between the fusion categories BimC (A,A)
Example 3.7. For C = Vec(Z/3Z), a maximal atlas is given by 1 and the group algebra A = C[Z/3Z] (with
each group element in its own grade). The category of bimodules BimC (A,A) is Rep(Z/3Z), which is (non-
canonically!) equivalent to Vec(Z/3Z). The outer automorphism group of Vec(Z/3Z) is the group of units
(Z/3Z)× acting by permuting simple objects, so we get two distinct equivalences Rep(Z/3Z)  Vec(Z/3Z).
Thus the aforementioned maximal atlas of C consists of two tensor categories (which happen to be tensor
equivalent) and a single bimodule between the two, while the Brauer-Picard groupoid consists of one
tensor category and four Morita autoequivalences.
One can then determine the group structure of this set of four autoequivalences. By a result of
Etingof-Nikshych-Ostrik [ENO10, Cor. 1.2], this Brauer-Picard group must be the split orthogonal group
O2(F3 ⊕ F∗3), which is the Klein four group. Note that in the maximal atlas formalism one can not even ask
about the structure of this group. In a sense the maximal atlas is a “universal cover” of the Brauer-Picard
groupoid, and has lost all the interesting topological information about the latter (while still retaining
the combinatorial information). However, for all examples in this article, the Brauer-Picard group is
trivial, and so these subtleties between the Brauer-Picard groupoid and the maximal atlas do not play an
important role. (In contrast, this distinction was critical in the study of the Asaeda–Haagerup subfactor
[GS16], which has Brauer-Picard group the Klein four group.)
Just as a module M over an algebra A is equivalent to a homomorphism A → End(M), module
categoriesM over C are equivalent to tensor functors C → End(M) [EGNO15, Prop. 7.1.3.]. Thus the
module classication problem is equivalent to the following.
Problem 3.8 (Endofunctor embedding). Classify all semisimple categories M and all tensor functors
C → End(M), up to conjugation by an autoequivalence ofM.
The following omnibus theorem summarizes much of the above.
1 The distinction between thinking of the maximal atlas as a collection of algebras and bimodules or as a collection of
tensor categories and Morita equivalences is often elided.
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Theorem 3.9. Suppose that C is a fusion category.
• Module category structures on a semisimple categoryM correspond exactly to tensor functors C →
End(M).
• A fusion category D is Morita equivalent to C if and only if there is an indecomposable semisimple
C-module categoryM such that D is tensor equivalent to EndC (M). Furthermore the Morita equiv-
alences CND such that CN is equivalent to CM are a torsor for the group of outer automorphisms
Out(D).
• Pairs (M,m), where M is a semisimple indecomposable C -module category and m ∈ M is a
simple object, correspond exactly to connected semisimple algebras A in C , via A 7→ ModC (A)
and (M,m) 7→ EndC (m). The dual category EndC(M) corresponding to A is the category of A-A
bimodules in C .
3.1.1. Modules for multifusion categories. Recall that a multifusion category C is like a fusion category,
except 1C is no longer simple. Since C is semisimple and C (1C → 1C ) is a commutative algebra, 1C
breaks up as a sum of r distinct simple objects 1C =
⊕r
i=1 1i . We call such a multifusion category r -shaded.
We denote by Cij the summand 1i ⊗ C ⊗ 1j .
Proposition 3.10. If C is an r -shaded multifusion category, then each Cii is a fusion category. When C is
indecomposable as a multifusion category each Cij is a Morita equivalence between Cii and Cjj . Furthermore,
the tensor product map Cij Cj j Cjk → Cik is an equivalence.
Conversely, given fusion categories D11, . . . ,Drr and a Morita equivalence D1j between D11 and Djj
for each 1 < j ≤ r , we dene Dik := D−11i D11 D1k for each i,k ∈ {1, . . . , r } to get an indecomposable
multifusion category D = ⊕ri,k=1(Dik). These constructions are mutually inverse. 2
Proof. The forward direction is [ENO10, Thm. 6.1] where instead of a grading group we have a grading
by the groupoid of standard matrix units Eij . The proof for groupoids is parallel to the proof for groups.
(See also [EGNO15, Prop. 7.17.5] which shows the rst two parts.)
For the converse direction
⊕r
i,k=1D−11i D11 D1k has a monoidal structure given by(D−11i D11 D1k )  (D−11k D11 D1`) → D−11i D11 D1k Dkk D−11k D11 D1`
→ D−11i D11 D11 D11 D1`
→ D−11i D11 D1`
That this monoidal category is rigid follows from the identication of the inverse of a Morita equivalence
Dij with the opposite category Dopij from [ENO10, Prop. 4.2], where the dual of an object in Dij is the
same object thought of in Dopij  Dji . 
Remark 3.11. To each multifusion category C there is a corresponding rigid 2-category whose objects are
the indices, whose 1-morphisms are the objects in the Cij , and whose 2-morphisms are the morphisms in
Cij . There is not an important dierence between this 2-category and the multifusion category, but in
this paper, we use the multifusion language to align with the results of [EGNO15; Pen18].
The non-pivotal algebraic analogue of an irreducible nite depth subfactor N ⊂ M is a pair (C ,A)
where C is a fusion category (which corresponds to the N − N bimodules generated by M) and A ∈ C is
a semisimple connected algebra object (which corresponds to M). Given such an A ∈ C , we get a Morita
2 One can avoid the relative tensor product to obtain a multifusion category equivalent to D as follows. First, choose a
simple object di ∈ D1i for all i = 1, . . . , r , and consider the connected algebra objects Ai = EndD11 (di ). Then D is equivalent
to the category of A −A bimodules internal to D11 where A =
⊕r
i=1 Ai .
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equivalence ModC (A) = BimC (1C ,A) between C and BimC (A), and we get a 2-shaded indecomposable
multifusion category as in Footnote 2 by
BimC (1C ⊕ A, 1C ⊕ A) =
(
BimC (1C , 1C ) BimC (1C ,A)
BimC (A, 1C ) BimC (A,A)
)
with tensor product given by ⊗C , ⊗A, or zero as appropriate. Notice that BimC (1C , 1C ) = C .
There’s an analogue of Prop. 3.10 for module categories.
Proposition 3.12. Suppose that D is an r -shaded multifusion category with components Dij . Suppose that
M is an indecomposable module category over D. ThenM = ⊕rj=1Mj whereMi = 1i BM. Furthermore,
the action maps Dij Dj j Mj →Mi are equivalences.
Conversely, given an indecomposable module categoryM1 over D11, we dene
F (M1) :=
r⊕
i=1
Di1 D11 M1.
We can endow F (M1) with the structure of a D-module category via
Dkj  F (M1) 
r⊕
i=1
Dkj Di1 D11 M1 → Dkj Dj j Dj1 D11 M1  Dk1 D11 M1 ⊆ F (M1).
These constructions are mutually inverse with the isomorphism F (M1) → M being the direct sum of the
action maps Di1 D11 M1 Mi .
Proof. The only nontrivial step is that Dij Dj j Mj →Mi is an equivalence. This follows either by the
techniques of [ENO10, Thm. 6.1] or of [EGNO15, Prop. 7.17.5]. Choose a simple objectmj inMj , and let
Bj = EndDj j (mj) be the internal endomorphisms ofmj in Djj . Similarly, choose a simple object xij in Dij
and let Aij = ∨xij ⊗ xij be its internal endomorphism algebra in Djj . We have an equivalence:
M → BimD(Aij ,Bj)
via m 7→ ∨xij ⊗ HomD(m,mj). The restriction of this functor toMi then gives an inverse to the mapDij Dj j Mj →Mi . 
Thus classifying modules for D11 (answering Problem 3.1) is equivalent to classifying modules for D.
In particular, given an algebraic analogue of a subfactor A ∈ C , we can instead solve the module problem
over the corresponding indecomposable 2-shaded multifusion category BimC (1C ⊕ A, 1C ⊕ A) which is
the purely algebraic, non-pivotal analogue of the subfactor planar algebra. That is, we construct module
categories for EH1 by constructing module categories over the indecomposable 2-shaded multifusion
category which combines EH1 and EH2. This strategy is successful because the extended Haagerup
subfactor planar algebra has a better skein theoretic description than either of the fusion categories EH1
and EH2 individually.
3.1.2. Module C∗ categories for unitary multitensor categories. In the nomenclature of [Pen18], a unitary
multitensor category C is a Cauchy complete rigid tensor C∗ category, which is semisimple by [LR97]. We
call C a unitary tensor category if 1C is simple. Similar to the above characterization of module categories,
given a (Cauchy complete) C∗ categoryM, endowingM with the structure of a C -module C∗ category is
equivalent to supplying a dagger tensor functor C → End†(M), the C∗ category of dagger endofunctors
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ofM.3 We provide the following lemma for those less familiar with C∗ categories, which also appears as
[DY13, Lem. A.4.1].
Lemma 3.13. Suppose C is a unitary multitensor category andM is a C∗ category. EquippingM with
the structure of a C -module C∗ category is equivalent to supplying a dagger tensor functor (Ψ, µ) : C →
End†(M).
Proof. We show how each structure induces the other, and we leave it to the reader to check these two
processes are mutually inverse (up to dagger equivalence).
SupposeM is a C -module dagger category. Note that c B − is a dagger functor in End†(M) for
each c ∈ C . Moreover, if f ∈ C (a → b), then (f B −)† = f † B −. Hence Ψ : C → End†(M) given by
Ψ(c) = c B − and Ψ(f ) = f B − denes a dagger functor. Now dening
µa,b : Ψ(a) ◦ Ψ(b) = a B b B − ⇒ a ⊗ b B − = Ψ(a ⊗ b)
by µa,bm := αa,b,m : a B b Bm → a ⊗ b Bm denes a unitary natural isomorphism, equipping Ψ with the
structure of a dagger tensor functor.
Conversely, suppose (Ψ, µ) : C → End†(M) is a dagger tensor functor. For c ∈ C andm ∈ M, dene
c B m := Ψ(c)(m). For c ∈ C and д ∈ M(m → n), dene idc B д := Ψ(c)(f ). For f ∈ C (a → b) and
m ∈ M, dene f B idm := Ψ(f )m. To show that B: C × M → M denes a bifunctor, it suces to
prove the exchange relation, which follows immediately from naturality. That is, for f ∈ C (a → b) and
д ∈ M(m → n), the following diagrams commute:
Ψ(c)(m) Ψ(d)(m)
Ψ(c)(n) Ψ(d)(n)
Ψ(f )m
Ψ(c)(д) Ψ(d)(д)
Ψ(f )n
=
c Bm d Bm
c Bm d B n
f Bidm
idcBд iddBд
f Bidn
W dene the natural unitary associator isomorphism αa,b,m ∈ M(a B b Bm → a ⊗ b Bm) by αa,b,m :=
µa.bm : [Ψ(a) ◦ Ψ(b)](m) → Ψ(a ⊗ b)(m). Notice that µa,b : Ψ(a) ◦ Ψ(b) ⇒ Ψ(a ⊗ b) is unitary if and only if
µa,bm is unitary for allm ∈ M. Now one calculates (f B idm)† = Ψ(f )†m := (Ψ(f )†)m = Ψ(f †)m = f † B idm
and (idc B д)† = Ψ(c)(д)† = Ψ(c)(д†) = idc B д†. ThusM is a C -module dagger category. 
Warning 3.14. We do not yet state a C∗ version of Theorem 3.9 as the above theorem implicitly uses
rigidity for the statements on Morita equivalence and algebras. When C is C∗, it is natural to impose
compatibility conditions between the duality functor (implementing rigidity) and the dagger structure.
We will explain this in detail in §3.4.1 below.
3.2. Monoidal algebras. Most algebraic structures have both a biased denition, like the usual denition
of an algebra which emphasizes multiplying exactly two elements together, and an unbiased denition,
like the denition of an algebra in which you can multiply arbitrary strings.4 The usual denition of
monoidal category is biased as it emphasizes tensoring two objects and composing two morphisms. In
Denition 3.18 below, we give an unbiased denition of monoidal category using the graphical calculus;
we will see in §3.5.3 below that planar algebras are the analogous unbiased denition of a pivotal monoidal
category.
As a warm-up, we rst recall the diagrammatic version of the unbiased denitions of an algebra and
of a linear category.
3 In order for End†(M) to be C∗, we only work with bounded natural transformations, i.e., those θ : F ⇒ G such that
supc ∈C ‖θc ‖ < ∞. One then denes θ† component-wise: (θ†)c := (θc )†.
4 See [Poo14] for a delightful elementary discussion of the unbiased denition of an algebra.
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Denition 3.15. The E1-operad (or little intervals operad) consists of 1D Swiss cheese diagrams [Vor99]
consisting of a large interval, several removed subintervals called holes, all considered up to dieomor-
phism.5 These interval diagrams can be composed by plugging some new big intervals into the holes to
get a new diagram.(
1 2
) ◦2 ( 1 2 ) = ( 1 2 3 )
An E1-algebra in vector spaces is an algebra for this operad, which means it consists of a vector space A
together with a linear map A⊗h → A attached to each linear Swiss cheese diagram with h holes. These
maps must be compatible with the operad structure (i.e., plugging elements of A into holes, and plugging
diagrams into larger diagrams, associates). Unpacking this denition, an E1-algebra in vector spaces
consists of multiplication maps µn : A⊗n → A for every natural number n (n = 0 gives the unit) which
satisfy the appropriate associativity relations. This is exactly the unbiased denition of a unital associative
algebra.
Denition 3.16. The colored operad of linear tangles with label set S consists of a large interval with
several holes removed, together with a labelling by an element of S for each connected component of
the diagram modulo dieomorphism. (To match this up with future examples, it helps to think of these
components as “strings" connecting each hole to the next hold or to the outside interval.)
w x y z
1 2 3
Again the operadic structure comes from gluing linear tangles into the holes, but since substitution only
makes sense when the labels match, this is a colored operad. An algebra •V• for this operad consists of a
family of vector spaces {xVy}x ,y∈S together with an action of linear tangles with holes. That is, to each linear
tangle T with components labelled by x1, . . . ,xn, we get a linear map Z (T ) : x1Vx2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ xn−1Vxn → x1Vxn
which is compatible with composition of linear tangles with holes. It is not dicult to see that an algebra
for the operad of linear tangles with label set S gives an unbiased denition of a linear category whose
set of objects is S , whose hom spaces Hom(x → y) are the vector spaces xVy , and whose composition of
morphisms is the action of linear tangles. The identity morphisms come from the tangles with no holes.
We now give an unbiased denition of monoidal category. This is quite similar to the above denition,
but we now have two dimensional diagrams where the vertical direction represents composition using
labelled strings as before, and the horizontal direction represents tensor product without strings.
Denition 3.17. A monoidal tangle with label set S is a rectangle, with several smaller rectangles (with
edges parallel to those of the big one) removed, and some non-crossing smooth strings labelled by elements
of S which are oriented upward, have no minima or maxima, and begin and end on the tops or bottoms of
the rectangles. We say a monoidal tangleT has type ((s0, t0); (s1, t1), . . . , (sk , tk))where s0, . . . , sk , t0, . . . , tk
are nite words on S if the tangle T has k input rectangles, and there are |si |, |ti | strings attached to
the bottom and top respectively of the i-th rectangle (the zeroth rectangle is the output rectangle and
1 ≤ i ≤ k corresponds to the i-th input rectangle), which are labelled by the characters in the words si , ti
respectively. Here is an example of a tangle with S = { , , }, where we color the strings instead of
5In the literature, E1 is an ∞-operad, which means that instead of being considered up to isotopy, we instead have the
isotopies induce higher isomorphisms. Since we only care about algebras over operads valued in the ordinary category of
vector spaces, we can safely ignore this issue.
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labelling them:
1
2
3
has type ((︸ ︷︷ ︸
s0
, ︸︷︷︸
t0
); (︸︷︷︸
s1
, ︸︷︷︸
t1
), (︸︷︷︸
s2
, ︸︷︷︸
t2
), (︸︷︷︸
s3
, ∅︸︷︷︸
t3
)).
Monoidal tangles are considered up to isotopy (through diagrams that again have no minima or maxima).
Monoidal tangles form a colored operad, because you can insert monoidal tangles into the rectangles of a
large monoidal tangle to get a new monoidal tangle.
Denition 3.18. A monoidal algebra with label set S is an algebra for the operad of monoidal tangles
with label set S . Unpacking this denition, a monoidal algebra P•→• consists of a family of nite
dimensional vector spaces Ps→t where s, t are nite words in S , together with an action of monoidal
tangles. To each monoidal tangle T of type ((s0, t0); (s1, t1, . . . , (sk , tk))), we associate a multilinear map
Z (T ) : ∏kj=1 Psj→tj → Ps0→t0 , and composition of monoidal tangles corresponds to composition of
multilinear maps. Here is an an example:
Z
©­­­­­«
1
2
3 ª®®®®®¬
: P → × P → × P →∅ → P →
A monoidal algebra is called semisimple if for every pair of words s, t on S , the 2 × 2 linking algebra
(3.1) L(s, t) :=
(Ps→s Pt→s
Ps→t Pt→t
)
whose multiplication given by matrix multiplication together with the appropriate ‘stacking’ multiplication
tangles is a nite dimensional semisimple algebra.
Example 3.19. Suppose C is a linear monoidal category with a set of objects S := {Xs}s∈S which
monoidally generates C , i.e., every object in C is isomorphic to a tensor product of objects in S . We
dene a monoidal algebra P(C ,S )•→• with label set S as follows. For s1, . . . , sk , t1, . . . , t` ∈ S , we dene
P(C ,S )s1···sk→t1···t` := C (Xs1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Xsk → Xt1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Xt` ).
We use the convention that if ∅ is the empty word on S , then the empty tensor product of objects is 1C .
The action of tangles is just the graphical calculus for tensor categories. See [Pen71; RT90; JS91] for a
summary of many versions of the graphical calculus; additional resources include [Sel11] and [HPT16a,
§2.1 and 2.3].
Remark 3.20. The monoidal algebra P(C ,X )•→• is similar in spirit to the way the term ‘monoidal algebra’
is used in the work of Wenzl on constructing and classifying subfactors and fusion categories from
quantum groups [TW05; Wen12] which is based on the original towers of algebras approach to subfactor
theory [Jon83; Wen88; GHJ89; Pop95].
Theorem 3.21. There is an equivalence of categories 6{
Monoidal algebras P•→• with label set S
and nite dimensional box spaces Pm→n
}

{
Pairs (C , {Xs}s∈S ) with C a linear monoidal
category with generators Xs ∈ C for s ∈ S
}
.
6 Pairs (C , {Xs }s ∈S ) form a 2-category where between any two 1-morphisms, there is at most one 2-morphism, which is
necessarily invertible when it exists [HPT16b, Lem. 3.5]. Hence this 2-category is equivalent to its truncation to a 1-category.
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The equivalence here is given by taking the idempotent category of a monoidal algebra; the details
are standard, following e.g. [MPS10; Gho11]. We leave as an exercise to the reader to check that the
denition of semisimplicity given above corresponds to the usual denition for the Cauchy completion of
the idempotent category.
In the case we care most about, C is a semisimple monoidal category, and it is hopeless to expect
to have a nite monoidal generating set. Instead, one typically has a collection of objectsS := {Xs}s∈S
labelled by S which Cauchy tensor generates C in the sense that every object in C is a direct summand
of a direct sum of tensor products of objects inS . This is not a big problem because of the following
well-known theorem:
Theorem 3.22. Suppose C is a semisimple monoidal category and S := {Xs}s∈S is a set of objects that
Cauchy tensor generates C .
• Let CS be the full monoidal subcategory of C whose objects are tensor products of objects inS . Then
CS is a monoidal category which is monoidally generated byS .
• The monoidal category C is monoidally equivalent to the idempotent completion of the additive
envelope (also known as the Cauchy completion, pseudo-abelian envelope, or Karoubi envelope) of
CS .
Combining Theorems 3.21 and 3.22, given a semisimple linear monoidal category C and a setS :=
{Xs}s∈S of objects that Cauchy tensor generate C , we get a semisimple monoidal algebra from CS .
Conversely, given a semisimple monoidal algebra P•→• with label set S , we can take the idempotent
completion of the corresponding monoidal category to recover the semisimple monoidal category C and
a set of Cauchy tensor generating objectsS := {Xs}s∈S corresponding to the strands labelled by s ∈ S .
Corollary 3.23. There is an equivalence of categories (see Footnote 6){
Semisimple monoidal algebras
P•→• with label set S
}

{ Pairs (C , {Xs}s∈S ) with C a semisimple
linear monoidal category with Cauchy
tensor generators Xs ∈ C for s ∈ S
}
.
Example 3.24. Expanding on Example 3.19, given a semisimple linear monoidal category C and an object
X ∈ C which Cauchy tensor generates C , we get a semisimple monoidal algebra P(C ,X )•→• with label
set N≥0 by dening P(C ,X )m→n := C (X ⊗m → X ⊗n).
3.2.1. Shaded semisimple monoidal algebras and semisimple monoidal categories. We next extend the
discussion in §3.1.1 on r -shaded multifusion categories to the case of r -shaded semisimple monoidal
categories. Suppose C is a semisimple linear monoidal category, and 1C =
⊕r
i=1 1i is a decomposition of
1C into simples. We call such aC an r -shaded semisimple monoidal category. We writeCij = 1i⊗C ⊗1j , and
we note that C =
⊕r
i,j=1 Cij . We also have distinguished idempotents pi ∈ C (1C → 1C ) corresponding
to the summand 1i for 1 ≤ i ≤ r . In the graphical calculus, we represent these projections, which freely
oat about in their regions, as a single shading. For example, we could denote
= pi = pj
Then for objects a,b ∈ Cij , we would denote a morphism f ∈ C (a → b) by
f
This motivates the following denition.
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Denition 3.25. An R-shaded monoidal tangle with label set S is a monoidal tangle with label set S
whose regions are shaded by the elements of R such that each element x ∈ S has a left source shading
sx ∈ R and a right target shading ty ∈ R. For example, for the shading set R = { , , }, and the label set
S = { , , , }, we have the following R-shaded monoidal tangle with label set S :
1
2
3
Denition 3.26. An R-shaded monoidal algebra with label set S is an algebra over the operad of R-shaded
monoidal tangles with label set S . Notice this means that the spaces Px→y are only well-dened when
consecutive characters in the words x and y have compatible target and source shadings, and the source
and target shadings of the words x and y agree.
We have the following shaded version Theorem 3.21.
Corollary 3.27. There is an equivalence of categories (see Footnote 6)
Semisimple {1, . . . , r }-shaded
monoidal algebras P•→• with
label set S
 

Pairs (C , {Xy}y∈S ) with C an r -shaded semisimple
monoidal category with decomposition 1 =
⊕r
i=1 1i
with Cauchy tensor generators Xy ∈ Csy ,ty for y ∈ S
 .
3.2.2. Unitary monoidal algebras.
Denition 3.28. A dagger monoidal algebra with label set S is a monoidal algebra P•→• with label set S
equipped with antilinear maps † : Ps→t → Pt→s for all words s, t on S such that
• † ◦ † = id and
• for every monoidal tangle T , T †(x†1 , . . . ,x†k ) = T (x1, . . . ,xk)† where T † denotes the vertical reec-
tion of T about the x-axis.
A dagger monoidal algebra is called a C∗ monoidal algebra if in addition
• Every †-algebra Ps→s with the stacking multiplication is a C∗ algebra,7 and
• for all f ∈ Ps→t , there is a д ∈ Ps→s such that f † ◦ f = д† ◦ д.
Finally, a unitary monoidal algebra is a semisimple C∗ monoidal algebra.
When C is a C∗ monoidal category, the unitary Cauchy completion (a.k.a unitary Karoubi envelope) is
the orthogonal projection completion of the orthogonally additive envelope, i.e., we add formal orthogonal
direct sums of objects, and then we take the category of orthogonal projections. Since nite dimensional
C∗ algebras are semisimple, we see that if C is a C∗ monoidal category whose endomorphisms spaces are
nite dimensional, then the unitary Cauchy completion is semisimple. In this case, we say a set of objects
S = {Xs}s∈S Cauchy tensor generates C if every object of C is unitarily isomorphic to an orthogonal
direct summand of an orthogonal direct sum of tensor products of objects inS .
We have the following unitary version Theorem 3.21.
Corollary 3.29. There is an equivalence of categories (see Footnote 6){
(Semisimple) C∗ monoidal algebras
P•→• with label set S
}

{ Pairs (C , {Xs}s∈S ) with C a (semisimple)
C∗monoidal category with Cauchy tensor
generators Xs ∈ C for s ∈ S
}
.
7 Being a C∗ algebra is a property of a complex ∗-algebra and not extra structure. Indeed, every C∗ algebra has a unique C∗
norm, which can be recovered from the spectral radius, which is dened purely algebraically.
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3.3. Graph monoidal algebra embedding. In this section we relate endofunctor embeddings C →
End(M) to embeddings of monoidal algebras into graph monoidal algebras, which is the non-pivotal
analog of embedding planar algebras into graph planar algebras. We give a 2-shaded multifusion version
which applies to an algebraic analog of a nite depth subfactor standard invariant.
Denition 3.30. Let J be a nite set. The tensor category Vec(J × J ) of bi-J -graded vector spaces has
objects nite dimensional vector spaces which decompose as direct sumsV =
⊕
i,j∈J Vij , morphisms linear
maps which preserve the bi-grading, i.e., f : V →W is a sum f = ∑ij fij : Vij →Wij , and composition the
composition of linear maps. The tensor product of two bi-graded vector spaces is given by convolution
(V ⊗W )ik :=
⊕
j∈J
Vij ⊗Wjk ,
as is the tensor product of morphisms, i.e., if f : V 1 → V 2 and д :W 1 →W 2, then
(f ⊗ д)ik :=
⊕
j∈J
fij ⊗ дjk :
⊕
j∈J
V 1ij ⊗W 1jk −→
⊕
j∈J
V 2ij ⊗W 2jk .
It is straightforward to see that Vec(J × J ) is a nitely semisimple rigid tensor category. A set of
representatives of the simple objects is given by {Eij}i,j∈J , where Eij has a copy of C in the ij-graded
component and the zero vector space everywhere else. The dual ofV is given by (V ∨)ij := (Vji)∨, the space
of linear functionalsVji → C, with obvious evaluation and coevaluation maps. Indeed, it is straightforward
to verify that Vec(J × J ) is monoidally equivalent to the tensor category Vec[Gr ] of Gr -graded vector
spaces, where Gr is the groupoid with r := |J | objects and a unique isomorphism between any two object.
In turn, Vec[Gr ] is easily seen to be monoidally equivalent to End(M) whereM is a nitely semisimple
category such that a set of representatives of the simple objects Irr(M) is in bijection with J .
Denition 3.31. Given a bi-graded vector space V ∈ Vec(J × J ), we may think of it as a Vec-enriched
graph ®Γ = (J ,V ), whose vertices are the set J , and whose edges are the nite dimensional vector spaces
Vij . We call a bi-graded vector space connected if given any two vertices i,k ∈ J , there is a sequence of
vertices (i = j0, j1, . . . , jn = k) such that Vj`−1j` , (0) for all ` = 1, . . . ,n. Observe that if Γ is connected,
then Γ Cauchy tensor generates Vec(J × J ).
Given a (connected) Vec-graph ®Γ = (J ,V ), we get an honest (connected) graph Γ with vertex set J and
whose edges from i to j is are some choice of basis for the space Vij . Clearly picking dierent bases yields
isomorphic graphs.
Remark 3.32. This approach is very similar to that in the classication of Temperley-Lieb module categories
using weighted graphs from [EO04]. In [DY15], the authors classify unitary Temperley-Lieb module
categories using bi-graded Hilbert spaces, which we discuss briey (with a warning) in §3.3.2 below.
Denition 3.33. Suppose Γ is a connected directed graph with vertex set J and edge set Vij from i to j.
For an edge ε ∈ Vij , we write s(ε) = i and t(ε) = j, the source and target of ε .
We dene the graph monoidal algebra GMA(Γ)•→• as follows. Form,n ≥ 0, we dene GMA(Γ)m→n
to be the C-vector space with distinguished basis the set of pairs (p,q) where p,q are paths on Γ of length
m,n respectively whose sources and targets agree.
The action of tangles is given by a state-sum model similar to a graph planar algebra:
(3.2) T ((p1,q1), . . . , (pk ,qk)) :=
∑
states σ on T
∏
1≤i≤k
δσ |i=(pi ,qi )σ |0
Here, T is a monoidal tangle with k input disks, and the (pi ,qi) are basis elements (pairs of paths) in
GMA(Γ)mi→ni . A state σ on a monoidal tangle T is an assignment of vertices and edges of Γ to the
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regions and strings of T respectively such that if a string labelled by ε separates the left region R` from
the right region Rr , then R` is labelled by s(ε) and Rr is labelled by t(ε). Now σ |i denotes the pair of paths
in GMA(Γ)mi→ni obtained from reading the bottom and top boundaries of the i-th input disk from left
to right respectively. In other words, we only sum over states which are ‘compatible’ with the paths we
input.
Example 3.34. Consider the following directed graph:
a b c d
ε
ε∗
ξ
ξ ∗
κ
κ∗
For the monoidal tangle displayed below on the left, there are exactly two compatible states for the input
(x1 = (εξ , εξ ),x2 = (ξξ ∗, ε∗ε),x3 = (∅, ξ ∗ξ )), which are displayed below on the right.
1
2
3
{
x1
x2
x3
ε ξ
ξ ∗ε ξ ξξ ∗
ε∗ ε
,
x1
x2
x3
ε ξ
κε ξ ξξ ∗
ε∗ ε
Hence the output of the tangle on the left applied to the input (x1,x2,x3) is (εξ ξ ∗, εε∗εξ ξ ∗)+ (εξκ, εε∗εξκ).
The graph monoidal algebra of Γ is really the non-pivotal analog of the graph planar algebra of Γ. The
reader is encouraged to compare the above denition with that of the graph planar algebra of a bipartite
graph in Denition 3.72 below.
Theorem 3.35. Given a connected Vec-graph ®Γ = (J ,V ) ∈ Vec(J × J ), the semisimple monoidal algebra
P(Vec(J × J ), ®Γ)•→• from Example 3.24 is isomorphic to the graph monoidal algebra GMA(Γ)•→•.
Proof. Denoting ®Γ⊗n = (J ,V ⊗n), we have a canonical isomorphism
V ⊗nik 
⊕
j1,...,jn−1∈J
Vij1 ⊗ Vj1,j2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Vjn−1k .
Observe that an f ∈ HomVec(J×J )(®Γ⊗m → ®Γ⊗n) is completely determined by its component maps{
fi` :
⊕
j1,...,jm−1∈J
Vij1 ⊗ Vj1j2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Vjm−1` →
⊕
k1,...,kn−1∈J
Vik1 ⊗ Vk1k2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Vkn−1` .
}
i,`∈J
.
Now x a basis {εki`} for each Vi` , and for each pair of paths on Γ from i to `
p = ε
p1
ij1
⊗ · · · ⊗ εpmjm−1` q = ε
q1
ik1
⊗ · · · ⊗ εqn
kn−1`
,
of lengthsm and n respectively, we let F i`p→q ∈ HomVec(J×J )(®Γ⊗m → ®Γ⊗n) be the unique i`-component map
sending p to q and all other paths p′ from i to ` of lengthm to zero. We see then that
(3.3) Vec(J × J , ®Γ)m→n := HomVec(J×J )(®Γ⊗m → ®Γ⊗n) =
⊕
i,`∈J
spanC
{
F i`p→q
}
p,q paths i to `
.
Now it is straightforward to verify that the linear extension
Φm→n : Vec(J × J , ®Γ)m→n → GMA(Γ)m→n
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of F i`p→q 7→ (p,q) is a linear isomorphism for allm,n ≥ 0.
It remains to see that this isomorphism is compatible with the action of monoidal tangles. It suces
to show that Φ intertwines the actions of a single vertical strand with no input disk, vertical stacking
tangles, and horizontal concatenation tangles, as these tangles generate the monoidal operad. The vertical
strand in P(Vec(J × J ), ®Γ)1→1 is given by⊕
i,j∈J
idVi j =
⊕
i,j∈J
∑
k
F ij
εki j→εki j
Φ1→17−→
⊕
i,j∈J
∑
k
(εkij , εkij) = idGMA(Γ)1→1 = .
Hence Φ1→1 preserves the strand.
To see that Φ•→• preserves composition, we check on our basis (3.3). Suppressing subscripts on edges
for simplicity, suppose
p = εp1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ εpk q = εq1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ εq` r = εr1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ εrm s = εs1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ εsn
are paths on Γ from i to j. Then
Φk→`(F ijr→s) ◦Φm→n(F ijp→q) =
(r , s)
(p,q)
εr1
εq1
εr2
εq2
· · · εrm
εq`
εs1 εs2 · · · εsn
εp1εp2 · · · εpk
= δ`=mδq=r (p, s) = δ`=mδq=rΦk→n(F ijp→s) = Φk→n(F ijr→s ◦F ijp→q).
As composition is multi-linear, the general case follows by taking linear combinations.
Finally, to show Φ•→• preserves tensor product, we again work with our basis (3.3). Again suppressing
subscripts for simplicity, suppose
pдh = εp1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ εpk qдh = εq1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ εq` r ij = εr1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ εrm sij = εs1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ εsn
are paths on Γ, where pдh,qдh go from д to h, and r ij , sij go from i to j. We calculate
Φk→`(Fдhp→q) ⊗ Φm→n(F ijr→s) = (p,q)
εq1εq2· · ·εq`
εp1εp2· · ·εpk
(r , s)
εs1εs2· · ·εsn
εr1εr2· · ·εrm
= δh=i (pr ,qs)
εq1εq2· · ·εq`
εp1εp2· · ·εpk
εs1εs2· · ·εsn
εr1εr2· · ·εrm
= δh=iΦk+m→`+n(Fдjpr→qs) = Φk+m→`+n(Fдhp→q ⊗ F ijr→s).
Again, the general case follows by taking linear combinations.
Since the actions of the generating tangles agree, we are nished. 
Denition 3.36. Suppose C is a semisimple monoidal category Cauchy tensor generated by X , andM
is a nitely semisimple module category. Let Irr(M) = {m1, . . . ,mr } be a set of representatives of simple
objects ofM, and dene J := {1, . . . , r }. The fusion Vec-graph ®Γ ofM with respect to X is the Vec-graph
whose vertices are J and whose edge spaces are given by
Vij :=M(X Bmi →mj).
Proposition 3.37 (Graph monoidal algebra embedding). Suppose C is a semisimple monoidal category
Cauchy tensor generated by X ,M is a nitely semisimple category with isomorphism classes of simple
objects indexed by J , and ®Γ is a Vec-graph whose vertices are J . EquippingM with the structure of an
indecomposable left C -module category whose connected fusion Vec-graph with respect toX is ®Γ is equivalent
to embedding the monoidal algebra P(C ,X )•→• into GMA(Γ)•→•.
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Proof. As we discussed previously, C -module structures onM are equivalent to tensor functors C →
End(M). By semisimplicity, End(M)  Vec(J×J ). Notice that every linear tensor functorCX → Vec(J×J )
uniquely extends to its Cauchy completion C , and every linear tensor functor CX → Vec(J × J ) has
essential image in Vec(J × J )®Γ . The result now follows from Theorem 3.35 together with the equivalence
of categories from Corollary 3.23. 
Remark 3.38. When C is fusion, the Frobenius-Perron dimension of X is the norm of the underlying
graph Γ.
3.3.1. Embedding multifusion categories into multishaded graph monoidal algebras. We now adapt Propo-
sition 3.37 to more closely approximate subfactor planar algebras, which have two shadings. On the
Vec-graph side, we will see this translates into our Vec-graphs ®Γ = (J ,V ) being bipartite, i.e., J = J+ q J−,
and Vij = (0) whenever i ∈ J± and j ∈ J∓.
All the results and denitions in the beginning of this section about the graph tensor category and
the (graph) monoidal algebra have straightforward 2-shaded/bipartite generalizations to multifusion
categories.
Denition 3.39. Suppose D is a 2-shaded multifusion category with Cauchy tensor generator X in D12
andM is a nitely semisimple module category. As in Denition 3.36, we dene the fusion Vec-graph ®Γ
ofM with respect to X to have vertices corresponding to simple objects inM and edge spaces
Vij :=M(X Bmi →mj).
Observe that since D is 2-shaded and X ∈ D12, ®Γ is bipartite.
Proposition 3.40 (2-shaded graph monoidal algebra embedding). Suppose D,M, ®Γ are as in Denition
3.39. Indecomposable left D-module category structures on M whose fusion graph is Γ correspond to
embeddings of the 2-shaded monoidal algebra P(D,X )•→• into GMA(Γ)•→•
This is the purely algebraic version of our graph planar algebra embedding theorem.
Remark 3.41. It is easy to see that the underlying monoidal category structure on the graph planar algebra
GPA(Γ)• agrees with GMA(Γ)•→•. In particular, it follows just from the results of this section that
a graph planar algebra embedding yields a module category. This result alone is enough to show the
existence of EH3 and EH4 as tensor categories from the GPA embeddings constructed in §5, but not to
determine whether these tensor categories are unitary.
3.3.2. Embedding unitary multifusion categories. Similar to the algebraic and multishaded settings, one can
adapt to the unitary setting by rst considering the unitary multifusion category Hilb(J × J ) of bi-J -graded
Hilbert spaces, which is †-equivalent to End†(M) for any C∗ categoryM where | Irr(M)| = |J |. (This is
the approach to classifying unitary Temperley-Lieb modules in [DY15].) Analogous to Denition 3.31,
we may identify the objects of Hilb(J × J ) with Hilb-enriched graphs ®Γ = (J ,H ), and we obtain honest
graphs by choosing orthonormal bases for the edge Hilbert spaces.
Now the graph monoidal algebra GMA(Γ)•→• carries an obvious †-structure by the anti-linear
extension of (p,q) 7→ (q,p)where p,q are paths on Γ whose sources and targets agree. It is straightforward
to show that this †-structure is compatible with the vertical reection of tangles about the x-axis, and that
it satises the positivity axioms, making GMA(Γ)•→• a unitary monoidal algebra. Similar to Theorem
3.35, we have a †-isomorphism of unitary monoidal algebras GMA(Γ)•→•  P(Hilb(J × J ), ®Γ)•→•.
We may pass to the unitary 2-shaded setting by working with bipartite Hilb-graphs. There is an
‘obvious’ unitary version of Propositions 3.37 and 3.40. However, one should consider the following
subtlety with this adaptation.
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Warning 3.42. While it is true that a C∗ category is nitely semisimple if and only if it is dagger equivalent
to Hilbn for some n ∈ N, the only way we know to construct such an equivalence requires choosing Hilbert
space structures on the hom spaces ofM. We will see in Remark 3.61 below that this extra structure
corresponds to a unitary trace onM, which is gives a distinguished choice of unitary pivotal structure on
End†(M) by Proposition 3.64 below. This is not necessarily a problem, since there is a canonical choice
for such inner products which declare all identity morphisms for simple objects to have norm 1. This
corresponds to the canonical spherical structure [LR97; Yam04; BDH14; Pen18] on End†(M), which we
discuss in §3.4.1 below.
If one does not wish to choose this additional structure, then instead of Hilbert spaces, one can work
with Hilbert C∗ bimodules. Observe that whenM is C∗,M(m →m),M(n → n) are C∗ algebras for all
m,n ∈ M, andM(m → n) has the canonical structure of a Hilbert C∗M(m →m) −M(n → n) bimodule.
We will not discuss this further as it would take us too far aeld.
The remaining sections of this chapter are dedicated to adapting the above proposition to the pivotal
and unitary pivotal settings. We will see this adaptation naturally becomes the module embedding
theorem for graph planar algebras.
3.4. Planar algebras. In §3.2, we dened the notion of a (shaded) monoidal algebra. As alluded to earlier,
the pivotal analog of a monoidal algebra is a planar algebra. To simplify the exposition, we will only
dene (2-)shaded planar algebras with a single strand type following [Jon12]; we refer the reader to
[Jon99; Jon11] (see also [CMW09]) for a host of other notions of planar algebra.
Denition 3.43. A (2-)shaded planar tangle consists of a disk with smaller internal input disks, together
with non-intersecting strings between the disks, a checkerboard shading, and a distinguished interval
marked by ? for each disk. We consider shaded planar tangles up to isotopy. We say a shaded planar
tangle has type ((n0,±0); (n1,±1), . . . , (nk ,±k)) if the i-th disk has 2ni strings connected to it, and its
distinguished interval is in an unshaded/shaded region corresponding to ±i . The collection of shaded
planar tangles forms a colored operad by inserting tangles into the input disks to get a new shaded planar
tangle, making sure the distinguished intervals align. We include below an example of a composite of a
tangle of type ((4,−); (2,−), (1,+), (3,−)) with a tangle of type ((3,−); (1,+)) resulting in a tangle of type
((4,−); (2,−), (1,+), (1,+)):
?
3?
2?
1
?
◦3 ? 1? = ?
3?
2?
1
?
Denition 3.44. A (2-)shaded planar algebra is an algebra for the shaded planar operad. Unpack-
ing this denition, we have a vector space Pn,± for each color (n,±), and for each tangle T of type
((n0,±0); (n1,±1), . . . , (nk ,±k)), we have a multi-linear map Z (T ) : ∏ki=1 Pni ,±i → Pn0,±0 . Composition of
tangles then corresponds to the composition of multi-linear maps.
Notice that any shaded planar algebra gives us a canonical R-shaded monoidal algebra with region
shadings R = { , } and label set S = { , } by setting
(3.4) P(n1,±1)→(n2,±2) := δ±1=±2δn1≡n2 mod 2P(n1+n2)/2,±1,
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and the action of monoidal tangles is given by adding a ? to the left of every input rectangle. (Notice that
for this R and S , every monoidal tangle must have a checkerboard shading.) Here is an explicit example:
Z
©­­­­­«
1
2
3 ª®®®®®¬︸                   ︷︷                   ︸
P(2,+)→(2,+)×P(2,−)→(2,−)×P(2,+)→(0,+)→P(5,+)→(3,+)
:= ZP•
©­­­­­«
1
2
3
?
? ?
?
ª®®®®®¬
.
︸                       ︷︷                       ︸
P2,+×P2,−×P1,+→P4,+
A shaded planar algebra is called semisimple if the underlying monoidal algebra is semisimple, i.e., every
2 × 2 linking algebra L((k,±), (n,±)) as in (3.1) is a nite dimensional semisimple algebra.
The article [Gho11] provided a dictionary between semisimple shaded planar algebras and triples
(C ,X ,φ) where C is a semisimple multitensor category, 1C = 1+ ⊕ 1− is a decomposition (not necessarily
into simples!), X = 1+ ⊗ C ⊗ 1− Cauchy tensor generates C , and φ : id⇒ ∨ ◦ ∨ is a trivialization of the
double dual functor also known as a pivotal structure. This dictionary actually gives an equivalence of
categories similar to [HPT16b].
Theorem 3.45. There is an equivalence of categories 8{
Semisimple 2-shaded
planar algebras P•
}

{Triples (C ,φ,X ) with (C ,φ) a pivotal multitensor category,
andX ∈ C a Cauchy tensor generator with a decomposition
1C = 1+ ⊕ 1− such that X = 1+ ⊗ X ⊗ 1−
}
.
This theorem is exactly the pivotal analog of Corollary 3.27, which provides the equivalence of the
underlying 2-shaded monoidal algebras and semisimple linear monoidal categories. Indeed, given such a
planar algebra, we see that its category of idempotents C is rigid with
evp := p p??
n n
n n
coevp := pp? ?
n n
n n
,
and choosing these evaluation and coevaluation maps, choosing φp := p ∈ Hom(p → p) endows C with
a pivotal structure. Conversely, one passes from triples (C ,φ,X ) to planar algebras via the graphical
calculus to produce a monoidal algebra, and one then gets cups and caps by dening
:= evX := coevX := evX∨ ◦(φX⊗idX∨) := (idX∨ ⊗φ−1X )◦coevX∨ .
3.4.1. Unitary dual functors for unitary multifusion categories. In order to discuss the unitary version
of Theorem 3.45, we rapidly recall the relevant notions for unitary dual functors and unitary pivotal
structures from [Sel11; Pen18]. We do so only for unitary multifusion categories, which are nitely
semisimple multitensor C∗ categories, which substantially simplies the presentation. For C a unitary
multifusion category, we have 1C decomposes into an orthogonal direct sum of simples as
⊕r
i=1 1i , and
we let pi ∈ C (1C → 1C ) be the minimal projection corresponding to the summand 1i for i = 1, . . . , r .
In the exposition below, we assume C is indecomposable, i.e., C is not equivalent to the direct sum of
two non-zero unitary multifusion categories. We write Cij = 1i ⊗ C ⊗ 1j , and we note C =
⊕
i,j Ci,j is
a faithful grading of C by the groupoid Gr with r objects and a unique isomorphism between any two
objects, which can also be viewed as the standard system of matrix units {Eij} for Mr (C).
8 Similar to Footnote 6, triples (C,φ,X ) form a 2-category where between any two 1-morphisms, there is at most one
2-morphism, which is necessarily invertible when it exists [HPT16b, Lem. 3.5]. Hence this 2-category is equivalent to its
truncation to a 1-category.
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A dual functor ∨ : C → C consists of a choice of dual object c∨ for each c ∈ C together with
morphisms evc , coevc which satisfy the zig-zag axioms. On morphisms f ∈ C (a → b), we dene ∨ by
f ∨ = (evb ⊗ ida∨) ◦ (idb∨ ⊗ f ⊗ ida∨) ◦ (idb∨ ⊗ coeva).
A dual functor has a canonical anti-tensorator νa,b : a∨ ⊗ b∨ → (b ⊗ a)∨ built from evaluations and
coevaluations. Any two dual functors are uniquely monoidally naturally isomorphic.
A pivotal structure is a pair (∨,φ) consisting of a dual functor ∨ and a monoidal natural isomorphism
φ : idC ⇒ ∨ ◦ ∨. If a pivotal structure exists for a multitensor category, the equivalence classes of pivotal
structures form a torsor over the group Hom(U → C×)with group law given by pointwise multiplication,
whereU is the universal grading groupoid of C (see [EGNO15, §4.14] and [Pen18, §3.3] for more details).
A dual functor is called unitary if it is a dagger tensor functor, i.e., νa,b is unitary for all a,b ∈ C , and
f ∨† = f †∨ for all f ∈ C (a → b). Each unitary dual functor induces a canonical unitary pivotal structure
by φc := (coev†c ⊗ idc∨∨) ◦ (idc ⊗ coevc∨), which is unitary. As in [Sel11, §7.3], the term ‘unitary pivotal
structure’ should be viewed as a synonym for ‘the canonical unitary pivotal structure induced from a
unitary dual functor.’
Remark 3.46. Equivalently, we can say that a pivotal structure φc : c → c∨∨ is compatible with the dagger
structure if coev†c = evc∨ ◦(φc ⊗ idc∨) : c ⊗ c∨ → 1C , and dene a unitary pivotal structure as a pivotal
structure which is compatible with the dagger structure. It is easy to see that the only compatible pivotal
structure is the canonical one. Note that this compatibility condition is needed in order for unitary pivotal
categories to have the correct diagram calculus where dagger corresponds to reection of diagrams, since
coev†c and evc∨ ◦(φc ⊗ idc∨) both are represented graphically by the same oriented cap.
Remark 3.47. We found the relationship between pivotal structures and unitary pivotal structures very
confusing, and so we’d like to pause to explain why it’s so confusing. In both the algebraic and unitary
settings a pivotal structure consists of two parts: a choice of dual functor and a choice of trivialization of
the double dual functor subject to a compatibility condition. In the algebraic setting, the dual functor
is essentially unique (i.e. any two choices are canonically naturally isomorphic) and the compatibility
condition is vacuous, so the only interesting part is the trivialization of the double dual functor. By
contrast, in the unitary setting, once you’ve chosen a unitary dual functor, the compatibility condition
guarantees that there’s a unique compatible trivialization of the double dual, so the only interesting part
is the choice of unitary dual functor. This means even though the two denitions can be made parallel,
the interesting parts of the two denitions are disjoint!
Note that a unitary pivotal structure φ is pseudounitary, i.e., all dimensions of simple objects are
strictly positive. Here, the left and right dimensions of a non-simple object c ∈ C are the matrices in
Mr (C) determined by
DimφL(c)ij id1j = trφL(pi ⊗ idc ⊗pj) DimφR(c)ij id1i = trφR(pi ⊗ idc ⊗pj).
When c ∈ C is simple, DimφL(c),DimφR(c) have exactly one non-zero entry, which we call dimφL(c), dimφR(c)
respectively.
For our indecomposable unitary multifusion category C , there exists a canonical spherical structure
[LR97; Yam04; BDH14; Pen18] which satises for all simples c ∈ C , dimφL(c) = dimφR(c). By picking this
basepoint, we identify the torsor of pivotal structures with the group Hom(U → C×). Polar decomposition
gives us a group isomorphism C×  U (1) × R>0, which gives us a group isomorphism
Hom(U → C×)  Hom(U → U (1)) × Hom(U → R>0).
It follows that the unitary pivotal structures correspond to the subgroup 1 × Hom(U → R>0) as all
dimensions must be strictly positive.
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Now in the case of a unitary multifusion category, the universal grading groupoid U is nite. If
G ⊆ U is a subgroup (with only one object), then given a pi ∈ Hom(U → R>0), we must have pi (G) = {1}.
Hence for our indecomposable unitary multifusion category C such that 1C =
⊕r
i=1 1i is a decomposition
into simples, the relevant grading groupoid to see all unitary pivotal structures is exactly Gr .
Summarizing, we have:
Theorem 3.48. Let C be a unitary multifusion category. There is a bijective correspondence between
(1) unitary equivalence classes of unitary dual functors and their induced unitary pivotal structures
(2) Hom(Gr → R>0).
See [Pen18] for more details.
Remark 3.49. Notice that a homomorphism pi ∈ Hom(Gr → R>0) is uniquely determined by its image on
Ei+1,i for 1 ≤ i ≤ r − 1.
Explicitly, starting with a unitary dual functor ∨ with its induced unitary pivotal structure φ, we get
our pi ∈ Hom(Gr → R>0) by taking the ratio of left to right quantum dimensions of simple objects:
pi (Eij) :=
dimφL(c)
dimφR(c)
for all simple c ∈ Cij .
Conversely, we can choose for each c ∈ C a unique balanced dual (c, evc , coevc) up to unique isomorphism.
One then obtains all other unitary dual functors from homomorphisms pi ∈ Hom(Gr → R>0) by rescaling
the evaluations and coevaluations on simple objects c ∈ Cij by
evpic := pi (Eij)1/4 evc . coevpic := pi (Eij)−1/4 coevc .
3.4.2. Unitary planar algebras.
Denition 3.50. A planar †-algebra is a planar algebra equipped with antilinear maps † : Pn,± → Pn,±
such that
• † ◦ † = id, and
• for every planar tangle T , T †(x†1 , . . . ,x†k ) = T (x1, . . . ,xk)† where T † denotes the reection of T
about any axis.
A planar †-algebra is called a C∗ planar algebra if in addition
• (C∗) Every †-algebra Pn,± with the stacking multiplication is a C∗ algebra (see Footnote 7), and
• (positivity) for every x ∈ Pn,± and every −n ≤ k ≤ n, there is a y ∈ Pn+k,± such that
(3.5)
x†
x
?
?
n + k
n − k
n + k
=
y†
y
?
?
n + k
n + k
n + k
,
Finally, a unitary planar algebra is a semisimple C∗ planar algebra.9
9 Our denition of unitary planar †- algebra from [PP15, Def. 2.3] was incorrect. We should have used the above denition,
which is satised by the planar algebra of a bipartite graph from [Jon00] (see also Denition 3.72 below).
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Lemma 3.51. Suppose P• is a planar †-algebra with nite dimensional box spaces, i.e., dim(Pn,±) < ∞ for
all n ≥ 0. Then P• is unitary if and only if there exists a faithful tracial stateψ± on P0,± such that for every
n ≥ 0, the sesquilinear form
(3.6) 〈x ,y〉ψn,± := ψ±
©­­­­­«
y†
x
?
?
n
n
n
ª®®®®®¬
is a positive denite inner product.
Proof. Suppose P• is unitary, so P0,± is a nite dimensional C∗ algebra. Choose a faithful tracial stateψ±
on P0,±. By the positivity axiom, for every x ∈ Pn,±, there is a y ∈ P0,± such that
x†
x
?
?
n
n
n
=
y†
y
?
?
.
Hence the sesquilinear form (3.6) above is positive denite by faithfulness ofψ .
Conversely, suppose we haveψ± on P0,± such that (3.6) is positive denite for all n ≥ 0. Then every
†-algebra Pn,± is a unital †-subalgebra of B(Pn,±) with its inner product. Thus it is is a nite dimensional
von Neumann (C∗) algebra by the nite dimensional bicommutant theorem [Jon15, Thm. 3.2.1]. Now
suppose x ∈ Pn,±, −n ≤ k ≤ n. We need to nd a y ∈ Pn+k,± such that (3.5) holds. For notational
simplicity, we denote the left hand side of (3.5) by x† ◦k x , and we denote the stacking multiplication in
Pn+k,± by ·. Notice that for all z ∈ Pn+k,±,
〈(x† ◦k x) · z, z〉ψ =
〈 x†
x
z
?
?
?
n + k
n − k
n + k
n + k
, z?
n + k
n + k
〉 ψ
=

x
z
?
?
n + k
n − k
n + k

2
ψ
≥ 0,
which shows x† ◦k x ≥ 0 in B(Pn+k,±). Now x† ◦k x commutes with the right Pn+k,±-action on Pn+k,±
((x† ◦k x) · z) ·w = (x† ◦k x) · (z ·w) ∀w ∈ Pn+k,±,
so x†◦kx is a left multiplication operator by a positive operator in the C∗-algebra Pn+k,±. Thus ay ∈ Pn+k,±
such that x† ◦k x = y† · y exists. 
Denition 3.52. A subfactor planar algebra is a 2-shaded planar †-algebra satisfying the following
axioms:
• (connected) P0,±  C via the map which sends the empty diagram to 1C,
• (nite dimensional) dim(Pn,±) < ∞ for all n ≥ 0.
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• (positive) For every n ≥ 0, the sesquilinear form on Pn,± given by
〈x ,y〉n :=
y†
x
?
?
n
n
n
is a positive denite inner product, and
• (spherical) For every x ∈ P1,±, x? = x? .
By Lemma 3.51, a subfactor planar algebra is a C∗ planar algebra.
The following result, which appears in [Pen18, §4], is the unitary analog of Theorem 3.45, which uses
unitary dual functors instead of a pivotal structure.
Corollary 3.53. There is an equivalence of categories (see Footnote 8)
Semisimple shaded C∗
planar algebras P•
 

Triples (C ,∨,X ) with C a unitary multitensor category,
∨ a unitary dual functor, and a generator X ∈ C with
an orthogonal decomposition 1C = 1+ ⊕ 1− such that
X = 1+ ⊗ X ⊗ 1−
 .
Moreover, under this equivalence,
• nite depth planar algebras correspond to triples (C ,∨,X ) where C is unitary multifusion, and
• subfactor planar algebras correspond to triples (C ,∨,X ) where 1± are simple and ∨ is the canonical
spherical dual functor.
Remark 3.54. In the unitary setting, Corollary 3.29 gives us an equivalence between the underlying
2-shaded unitary monoidal algebras and unitary multitensor categories. Starting with a semisimple
2-shaded C∗ planar algebra P•, we get a unitary dual functor on the projection category C by taking the
pi -rotation in P•. Conversely, given a tuple (C ,∨,X ), by by Remark 3.46, coev†c = evX∨ ◦(φX ⊗ idX∨) and
ev†c = (idX∨ ⊗φ−1X ) ◦ coevX∨ . This means the cups and caps be alternately described by
:= evX := coevX := coev†X := ev
†
X .
Now in order for a semisimple shaded C∗ planar algebra P• to have scalar loop modulus, we choose
the standard unitary dual functor ∨standard on C with respect to X following [GL18], which is claried
in [Pen18]. First, dene n± := dim(EndC (1±)), and denote the summands of 1+ and 1− by V+ and V−
respectively. LetDX be then+×n−matrix whoseuv-th entry is dim(u⊗X⊗v), using the canonical spherical
structure. Let dX > 0 such that d2X = ‖DXDTX ‖ = ‖DTXDX ‖, and let µ and ν be the Frobenius-Perron
eigenvectors of DXDTX and D
T
XDX respectively normalized so that∑
u∈V+
µ(u)2 = 1 =
∑
v∈V−
ν (v)2.
We denote by λ the vector in Rn++n−>0 obtained by concatenating µ and ν .
Denition 3.55. The standard unitary dual functor with respect to X corresponds to the standard
groupoid homormorphism Gr → R>0 given by
(3.7) pi standard(Eu,v) :=
(
λ(u)
λ(v)
)2
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under Theorem 3.48. It is straightforward to verify that the shaded planar algebra corresponding to
(C ,∨standard,X ) under Corollary 3.53 has scalar loop moduli given by
(3.8) = dX idP0,+ = dX idP0,− .
3.5. The graph planar algebra module embedding theorem. In this section, we nally prove the
unitary pivotal module embedding theorem. We begin by dening the notion of a trace on a semisimple
category in §3.5.1, and then discussing Schaumann’s notion of a pivotal module for a pivotal category
from [Sch13] in §3.5.2. As both of these concepts have unitary versions, we treat both the algebraic
and unitary setting in parallel; the reader should include the parenthetical statements for the unitary
setting, and may omit these statements in the non-unitary setting. Finally, in §3.5.3, we see how our Main
Theorem 3.77 in this section is a natural generalization of the embedding theorems from §3.3.
3.5.1. Traces on semisimple categories. In this section we now discuss (unitary) traces on nitely semisim-
ple (C∗) categories. Throughout we denote the semisimple category with trace byM because in our
applications we will be looking at traces on module categories, but nothing in this section uses a module
structure.
Denition 3.56. A trace on a semisimple categoryM is a family of linear functionals Trm : EndM(m) →
C form ∈ M such that the bilinear forms HomM(m,n) × HomM(n,m) → C via (f ,д) 7→ Trm(д ◦ f ) are
non-degenerate (Trm(д ◦ f ) = 0 for all д ∈ Hom(n,m) implies f = 0) and satisfy Trm(д ◦ f ) = Trn(f ◦ д).
WhenM is a semisimple C∗ category, we call a trace unitary if in addition for everym,n ∈ M, the
sesquilinear form 〈f ,д〉 := Trm(д† ◦ f ) on HomM(m,n) is a positive denite inner product.
Remark 3.57. We do not require TrMm to be normalized; that is TrMm (idm) is typically not 1. Instead we
think of TrMm (idm) as speciying a notion of the dimension ofm ∈ M.
For example, any trace on the n × n matrices Mn(C) is a scalar multiples of the standard matrix trace.
A trace on Vec is a collection of traces on Mn(C) for all n; however the condition TrM(f ◦д) = TrM(д ◦ f )
applied to maps between vector spaces of dierent dimensions restricts the normalizations of the dierent
traces. In particular, the standard trace (TrV (idV ) = dimV ) on each End(V ) gives a trace on Vec, but the
normalized trace (trV (idV ) = 1) on each End(V ) does not give a trace on Vec.
For the remainder of this section, we simultaneously develop the theory of traces on semisimple
categories and on C∗ categories; the extra adjectives and conditions required in the latter case appear
parenthetically. We denote by G the multiplicative group C× in the algebraic setting or R>0 in the unitary
setting.
Notation 3.58. SupposeM is nitely semisimple and Irr(M) := {x1, . . . ,xr } is a choice of representatives
of the isomorphism classes of simple objects inM. Let E(M) denote End(M) in the algebraic setting,
and End†(M) in the unitary setting. If N is a (C∗) category and y1, . . . ,yr are objects in N , then there
is a (dagger) functor Fy1,...,yr : M → N that is unique up to unique (unitary) isomorphism such that
F (xi) = yi . Furthermore, any (dagger) functor out ofM is of this form. In particular, we let Eij ∈ E(M)
denote the (dagger) functor which sends xi to xj and sends xk to the zero object for all k , i . Then{
Eij
1 ≤ i, j ≤ r } is a choice of representatives of isomorphism classes of simple objects in E(M). Thus in
the algebraic setting, E(M) is equivalent to the category of Gr -graded vector spaces Vec[Gr ], and in the
unitary setting, E(M) is dagger equivalent to Hilb[Gr ]. In either case, the universal grading groupoid of
E(M) is Gr .
Lemma 3.59. LetV be Vec (respectively Hilb). The function from (unitary) equivalence classes of traces on
V to G given by TrV 7−→ TrV
C
(idC) is a bijection.
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Proof. For surjectivity, we note that if λ ∈ G, then (λ Tr)(V ) := λ dim(V ) is a trace onV which satises
(λ Tr)C(idC) = λ.
For injectivity, we prove that TrV is determined by TrV
C
(idC). Let V ∈ V and choose a(n orthormal)
basis v1, . . .vn for V . Let pij : V → C be the projection ∑i aivi 7→ aj , and let ιk : C→ V be the inclusion
λ 7→ λvj . The composites ιkpij span End(V ), and
TrVV (ιkpij) = TrVC (pijιk) = δj=k TrVC (idC).
Hence TrV is completely determined by TrV
C
(idC), which proves injectivity. 
Proposition 3.60. The function from (unitary) equivalence classes of traces onM to Gr given by
TrM 7−→ (TrMx1 (idx1), . . . ,TrMxr (idxr ))
is a bijection.
Proof. IfM has r distinct isomorphism classes of simple objects,M is (dagger) equivalent to a(n orthog-
onal) direct sum
⊕r
i=1 Vec (respectively
⊕r
i=1 Hilb). Since there are no maps between objects in the
dierent summands, a (unitary) trace on
⊕r
i=1 Vec (respectively
⊕r
i=1 Hilb) is equivalent to independently
giving a (unitary) trace on each of the r copies of Vec (respectively Hilb). The result now follows from
Lemma 3.59. 
Remark 3.61. Similar to [Sch13], in the non-unitary setting, traces onM are in bijection with families of
natural isomorphismsM(m → n) M(n →m)∗ for allm,n ∈ M.
Unitary traces onM are in bijection with 2-Hilbert space structures onM [Bae97] (see also [Bar09, §3
and 5.6]), i.e., for everym,n ∈ M, a Hilbert space structure onM(m → n) such that for all f ∈ M(m → n),
д ∈ M(n → p), and h ∈ M(m → p),
(3.9) 〈д ◦ f ,h〉M(m→p) = 〈f ,д† ◦ h〉M(m→n) = 〈д,h ◦ f †〉M(n→p).10
Proposition 3.62. The function from (unitary) pivotal structures on E(M) to Gr−1 given by
φ 7−→ (dimφL(Ei+1,i))r−1i=1
is a bijection.
Proof. There exists a canonical (unitary) spherical structure on E(M) where all objects have left and right
dimension 1. Thus the (unitary) pivotal structures on E(M) form a torsor over Hom(Gr → G). Such a
homomorphism is uniquely determined by its image on Ei+1,i for 1 ≤ i ≤ r − 1 as in Remark 3.49. 
Given a pivotal structureφ on E(M), the left pivotal trace trφL takes values in E(M)(1E(M) → 1E(M)) 
Cr . Choosing a simple object xi induces a C-valued trace on E(M) by projecting to the xi-component of
1E(M) := idM . That is, if F ∈ E(M) and η : F ⇒ F is a natural transformation, we dene TrE(M),xiF (η) by
the formula
(3.10) TrE(M),xiF (η) · idxi :=
©­­­­­­«
η
φ−1F
F∨ F
F
F∨∨
ª®®®®®®¬xi
= trφL(η)xi .
10We note that the second equality in (3.9) holds if and only if for eachm ∈ M, the linear functorM(− →m) :Mop → Hilb
is a dagger functor. In this case, the rst equality in (3.9) holds if and only if the Yoneda embedding m 7→ M(− → m) is a
(fully faithful) dagger functorM ↪→ Fun†(Mop → Hilb).
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We dene the j-th column functor Fj :M → E(M) by letting Fj(m) be the (dagger) functor which
sends xj to m and all other simples to the zero object. We denote by E(M)j the essential image ofM
under Fj , which consists of (orthogonal) directs sums of the objects Eij for i = 1, . . . , r . Notice that Fi is a
(dagger) equivalenceM  E(M)j . This is the categorical analogue of identifying a vector space with
matrices supported on the j-th column.
We now choose the simple object x1 ∈ M giving us our scalar-valued trace TrE(M),x1 on E(M). By
restriction, we get a (unitary) trace on E(M)1 M, which we denote by TrE(M)1 . Notice that taking the
x1-component of trφL can be viewed as cutting down E(M)(id⇒ id) by the (orthogonal) projection onto
the summand E11 ⊂ idE(M). Denoting this projection by a shading, we get the following diagrammatic
formula for TrE(M)1Ei1 (η) for η : Ei1 ⇒ Ei1:
(3.11) TrE(M)1Ei1 (η) :=
η
φ−1
E∨i,1 Ei,1
Ei,1
E∨∨i,1
∈ E(E1,1 → E1,1)  C := projE1,1 .
We have thus proved:
Proposition 3.63. The function φ 7→ trφL |E(M)1 together with the (dagger) equivalence E(M)1  M,
induces a function ∆ from the set of (unitary) equivalence classes of pivotal structures on E(M) to the set of
(unitary) equivalence classes of (unitary) traces onM.
We now construct a left inverse to the function ∆.
Proposition 3.64. The function Λ dened by{
Traces TrM
}

Prop. 3.60
Gr 3 (a1, . . . ,ar ) 7→
(
a2
a1
, . . . ,
ar
ar−1
)
∈ Gr−1 
Prop. 3.62
{
Pivotal structures φE
}
is surjective and provides a left inverse to ∆ from Proposition 3.63. Moreover, under Λ, two (unitary) traces
map to the same (unitary) pivotal structure if and only if they are proportional.
Proof. Surjectivity of Λ is obvious. Notice that ai+1/ai = bi+1/bi for all 1 ≤ i ≤ r − 1 if and only if
ai/bi = ai+1/bi+1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ r − 1 if and only if (a1, . . . ,ar ) is proportional to (b1, . . . ,br ).
Finally, we show Λ ◦ ∆ = id. Let TrM be the (unitary) trace onM corresponding to (a1, . . . ,ar ) ∈ Gr
under Proposition 3.60, and let φ be the corresponding (unitary) pivotal structure on E corresponding to
(a2/a1, . . . ,ar/ar−1). It suces to prove that trφ |N is proportional to TrM under the equivalenceN M,
since proportional traces give rise to (unitarily) equivalent pivotal structures under Λ. Indeed, for a xed
1 ≤ j ≤ r , by monoidality of φ, we have
trφL(idEj,1) = dimEL (Ej,1) =
j−1∏
i=1
dimφL(idEi+1,i ) =
j−1∏
i=1
ai+1
ai
=
aj
a1
=
1
a1
TrMx j (idx j )
as in the proof of Proposition 3.60. Hence trφL = a
−1
1 TrM under the (dagger) equivalence N M. 
In particular, if we change our choice of simple object x1 this only rescales the trace onM.
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3.5.2. Pivotal module categories for pivotal categories. We now expand on the previous section to the
scenario whereM is equipped with the structure of a C -module (C∗) category, where C is a (unitary)
multitensor category. Some other interesting results related to the non-unitary multifusion case were
recently obtained in [ES18, §2.6].
Denition 3.65 ([Sch13]). If (C ,φ) is a semisimple (unitary) pivotal multifusion category andM is a
semisimple left C -module (C∗) category with a (unitary) trace TrM , then (M,TrM) is called a pivotal
C -module (C∗) category if we have the following compatibility of TrM with the left partial trace in C :
for all c ∈ C ,m ∈ M, and f ∈ M(c Bm → c Bm),
(3.12) TrMcBm(f ) = TrMm [(evc B idm) ◦ f ◦ ((φc)−1 B idm) ◦ (coevc∨ B idm)] = TrMm
©­­­­­­­« φ−1c
f
m
mc
c
c∨
c∨∨
ª®®®®®®®¬
.
Here, we use the diagrammatic convention of [BDH14] for left C -module categories, where the coupons
inM are drawn cut open on the right hand side to indicate the absence of any right action.
Remark 3.66. In [Sch13, §4.1], it is shown that when (C ,φ) is pivotal fusion andM is indecomposable,
traces onM which satisfy (3.12) are unique up to scaling.
Remark 3.67. In fact, pivotal structures on the 2-shaded multifusion category built from C,M, and its
dual category correspond exactly to module traces onM not up to rescaling. That is rescaling the choice
of trace changes the pivotal structure on the odd part of the 2-shaded multifusion category, but in the
even parts this rescaling cancels out.
Denition 3.68. Given a tensor functor between pivotal categories (Ψ, µ) : (C ,φC ) → (D,φD), where
our convention for the tensorator natural isomorphism is µa,b : Ψ(a)⊗Ψ(b) → Ψ(a⊗b), we get a canonical
anti-monoidal natural isomorphism δc : Ψ(c∨) → Ψ(c)∨ given by
(3.13) δc := ([Ψ(evc) ◦ µc∨,c] ⊗ idΨ(c)∨) ◦ (idΦ(c∨) ⊗ coevΨ(c)).
We call (Ψ, µ) pivotal if δ∨c ◦ φΨ(c) = δc∨ ◦ Ψ(φc) for all c ∈ C .
Theorem 3.69. SupposeM is a nitely semisimple leftC -module (C∗) category, and let (Ψ, µ) : C → E(M)
be the corresponding (dagger) tensor functor from Lemma 3.13. The following are equivalent for a (unitary)
trace TrM onM and its induced (unitary) pivotal structure φ on E(M) from Proposition 3.64.
(1) Compatibility condition (3.12) holds.
(2) The corresponding (dagger) tensor functor (Ψ, µ) is pivotal.
(Note that (2) implies (1) is relatively straightforward since one can use the graphical calculi for pivotal
categories and module categories with trace. But for (2) implies (1) since we do not know that the functor
is pivotal we cannot use a standard graphical calculus and need to keep track of all of the structure maps.
This explains why the formulas in the following proof have a lot of explicit structure maps .)
Proof. As in the discussion right before Proposition 3.63, there is a (dagger) equivalence
F1 :M ∼−→ E(M)1 := span
{
Ei,1
1 ≤ i ≤ r } ⊂ E(M) xj 7→ Ej,1.
In fact, using the tensorator of Ψ, we can equip the (dagger) equivalence F1 with a (unitary) modulator
νa,b,m : Ψ(a) ⊗ F1(b B xj) = Ψ(a) ⊗ (Ψ(b) ⊗ Ej,1) = (Ψ(a) ⊗ Ψ(b)) ⊗ Ej,1  Ψ(a ⊗ b) ⊗ Ej,1  F1(a ⊗ b B xj),
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extending it to a (dagger) equivalence of C -module (C∗) categories. As in the proof of Proposition 3.64,
there is a non-zero scalar α ∈ G such that for every f ∈ M(m → m), TrM(f ) = α trφL(F (f )). Thus for
1 ≤ j ≤ r and f ∈ M(c B xj → c B xj)  E(M)(Ψ(c) ⊗ Ej,1 → Ψ(c) ⊗ Ej,1), we always have
α−1 TrMx j
©­­­­­­­« φ−1c
f
x j
x jc
c
c∨∨
ª®®®®®®®¬
= trφL
©­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­«
Ψ(evc)
µ
F1(f )
Ψ(φ−1c )
µ−1
Ψ(coevc∨)
Ej,1
Ej,1
Ψ(c)
Ψ(c)Ψ(c∨)
Ψ(c∨∨)
ª®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®¬
= trφL
©­­­­­­­­­­­«
δc F1(f )
Ψ(φ−1c )
δ−1
c∨
Ej,1
Ej,1
Ψ(c)
Ψ(c)
Ψ(c∨∨)
Ψ(c∨)∨
ª®®®®®®®®®®®¬
= trφL
©­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­«
δ∨c
F1(f )
Ψ(φ−1c )
δ−1
c∨
Ej,1
Ej,1
Ψ(c)
Ψ(c)
Ψ(c∨∨)
Ψ(c∨)∨
Ψ(c)∨∨
φΨ(c)
Ψ(c)
ª®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®¬
(3.14)
where δc ∈ E(M)(Ψ(c∨) → Ψ(c)∨) is the canonical isomorphism from (3.13).
(1) ⇒ (2): Suppose (3.12) holds. Then for all 1 ≤ j ≤ r and f ∈ M(c B xj → c B xj)  E(Ψ(c) ⊗ Ej,1 →
Ψ(c) ⊗ Ej,1), trφL(F1(f )) = α−1 TrMcBx j (f ), which is equal to the right hand side of (3.14). Hence
trφL(f ◦ [(idΨ(c) −Ψ(φ−1c ) ◦ δ−1c∨ ◦ δ∨c ◦ φΨ(c)) ⊗ idEj,1]) = 0.
Since trφL is nondegenerate (e.g., see [Pen18, Lem. 2.6]), we must have (idΨ(c) −Ψ(φ−1c ) ◦ δ−1c∨ ◦ δ∨c ◦ φΨ(c)) ⊗
idEj,1 = 0 for all 1 ≤ j ≤ r . Now taking right partial traces in E(M), we must have idΨ(c) = Ψ(φ−1c ) ◦ δ−1c∨ ◦
δ∨c ◦ φΨ(c), so (Ψ, µ) is pivotal.
(2) ⇒ (1): Suppose that (Ψ, µ) is pivotal, so that δ∨c ◦ φΨ(c) = δc∨ ◦ Ψ(φc). Then for any f ∈ M(c Bm →
c Bm), the right hand side of (3.14) is equal to trφL(F1(f )) = α−1 TrMcBx j (f ), and thus (3.12) holds. 
We have an analogous omnibus theorem in the pivotal and unitary pivotal settings.
Theorem 3.70. Suppose that C is a (unitary) pivotal fusion category then
• Module category structures with a (unitary) trace on a (C∗) categoryM correspond exactly to (unitary)
pivotal tensor functors C → E(M).
• A (unitary) pivotal fusion category D is (unitary) pivotal Morita equivalent to C if and only if there
is an indecomposable semisimple pivotal (C∗) module category (M,TrM) such that D is (unitary)
pivotal tensor equivalent to EndC (M), the C -linear (dagger) endofunctors ofM. Furthermore, the
pivotal left C -module (C∗) categories (M,TrM) which realize a (unitary) pivotal Morita equivalence
between C and D are a torsor for the group of (unitary) pivotal outer automorphisms Out(D).
• Tuples (M,TrM ,m) where (M,TrM) is an indecomposable semisimple pivotal C -module (C∗) cat-
egory andm ∈ M is a chosen simple object correspond exactly to connected normalized Frobenius
algebras (irreducible Q-systems [BKLR15]) A in C . The dual category corresponding to A is the
category of A-A bimodules in C [Müg03].
Remark 3.71. This theorem is analogous to the purely algebraic Theorem 3.9. We warn the reader that if
C is a (unitary) pivotal fusion category, the answers to our main problems might in principle be dierent
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in the algebraic and pivotal (and unitary pivotal) settings.11 For example, there might be several pivotal
C -module (C∗) categories which are equivalent just as algebraic C -module categories, or there may be an
algebraic module category which cannot be endowed with a (unitary) compatible trace (or even a dagger
structure!). These phenomena do not happen for Extended Haagerup, but it is interesting to ask whether
they ever occur.
3.5.3. The embedding theorem for pivotal module categories. In this section, we nally prove the embedding
theorem for pivotal module categories. We begin with a discussion of the planar algebra of a bipartite
graph [Jon00]. Our denition will simply use a Frobenius-Perron vertex weighting on our nite graph to
extend the action of 2-shaded monoidal tangles for a bipartite graph monoidal algebra to an action of
shaded planar tangles. We then show how to recover the usual denition of the graph planar algebra
from [Jon00].
Denition 3.72. Let Γ = (V+,V−,E) be a nite connected bipartite graph with even/+ vertices V+, odd/−
vertices V−, and edges E. We consider an edge ε ∈ E as directed from + to − with source s(ε) ∈ V+
and target t(ε) ∈ V−. We write ε∗ for the same edge with the opposite direction. Let λ denote any
Frobenius-Perron eigenvector of the adjacency matrix of Γ.12
The 2-shaded graph monoidal algebra G•→• = GMA(Γ)•→• is dened analogously to the unshaded
version in Denition 3.33. The C-vector spaces GMA(Γ)(m→n),± are spanned by pairs of paths (p,q)
of length m,n respectively which start at the same ± vertex and end at the same vertex. Note that
GMA(Γ)(m→n),± is non-zero only whenm ≡ n mod 2. The action of shaded monoidal tangles is given
by the state-sum formula (3.2). Note that G•→• is unitary with †-structure given by the conjugate-linear
extension of (p,q)† = (q,p).
Now given a shaded planar tangle T of type ((t0,±0); (t1,±1), . . . , (tk ,±k)) whose input and output
disks are rectangles with the star on the left, where the i-th disk has ni strings emanating from the top and
mi from the bottom withmi +ni = 2ti , we describe its action on tuples of basis elements (pi ,qi) ∈ Gmi→ni ,±
by the weighted state-sum formula
(3.15) T ((p1,q1), . . . , (pk ,qk)) :=
∑
states σ on T
c(T ;σ )
( ∏
1≤i≤k
δσ |i ,(pi ,qi )
)
σ |0.
A state σ on the tangle T is an assignment of even vertices to unshaded regions, odd vertices to shaded
regions, and edges to strings such that if a string labelled by ϵ separates two regions, then s(ϵ) is assigned
to that unshaded region, and t(ϵ) is assigned to that shaded region. Now σ |i denotes the pair of paths
in GMA(Γ)mi→ni obtained from reading the bottom and top boundaries of the i-th input disk from left
to right. In other words, we sum only over states that are ‘compatible’ with the loops we start with. To
dene the constant c(T ;σ ), we rst isotope T so that strings are suciently smooth. Now consider the
set E(T ) of all local maxima and minima of strings of T . Then
c(T ;σ ) =
∏
e∈E(T )
λ(σ (econvex))
λ(σ (econcave)) ,
where econvex is the convex region of the extremum e , and econcave is the concave region of e .
This denition appears to be highly dependent on the choice of numbers of stringsmi ,ni emanating
from the bottom and top of each input and output disk. However, every space Gm→n,± is canonically
11 As discussed is §3.4.1, it makes less sense to ask our main problems in the purely unitary non-pivotal setting.
12 The denition of the graph planar algebra G• does not depend on the normalization of the Frobenius-Perron eigenvector
λ. In Remark 3.73 below, we will dene a spherical faithful state on G• using a particular normalization of λ.
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isomorphic to Gm+n,± := Gm+n→0,± by
(3.16) (p,q) 7→
(
λ(t(p))
λ(s(p))
)1/2
pq∗.
Here, instead of writing the pair of paths (pq∗, ∅) where the second has length zero, we only write the rst
path pq∗, which is actually a loop of length 2t =m + n. Indeed, by post-composing with instances of the
above isomorphism and precomposing with instances of its inverse as appropriate, we see that the action
of planar tangles does not depend on the decomposition 2ti =mi + ni . As in [Jon00, Th. 3.1], changing
a tangle by a Morse cancellation or rotating a single input out output disk by 2pi does not change the
action of the tangle. Hence the isomorphisms (3.16) endow the spaces Gn,± with the structure of a shaded
planar algebra called the graph planar algebra, denoted G•. We recover the denition from [Jon00] by
always choosingmi = ni = ti for every input and output disk of T .
The †-structure of G• is inherited from the graph monoidal algebra G•→•. Since † : Gm→n,± → Gn→m,±,
the identication of both spaces with Gm+n,± means that (pq∗)† = qp∗, i.e., † is the conjugate-linear
extension of reversing a loop. It is straightforward to see that the † structure on G• is compatible with the
reection of planar tangles. As the underlying monoidal algebra is unitary, so is the graph planar algebra.
Remark 3.73. The graph planar algebra, and hence its projection category, is in general not spherical. For
example, taking any edge ε which connects two vertices of distinct weights, the projection εε∗ ∈ G1,+
has distinct left and right traces. However, if we normalize the Frobenius-Perron eigenvector λ so that∑
u∈V+ λ
2
u = 1 =
∑
v∈V− λ
2
v , thenψ (pv) := λ2v denes a spherical faithful state on G• [Jon00, Prop. 3.4].
Notation 3.74. To state the main theorems of this section, we x the following notation.
• Γ = (V+,V−,E) is a connected bipartite graph
• λ is any Frobenius-Perron eigenvector of Γ.
• G• is the bipartite graph planar algebra of Γ
• M = HilbV+ ⊕ HilbV− is one copy of Hilb for each vertex of Γ.
• TrM is the unitary trace onM corresponding to λ ∈ GV+qV− under Proposition 3.60.
• End†(M) is the unitary multifusion category of dagger endofunctors ofM.
• U is the universal grading groupoid of End†(M), which is the groupoid with n+ + n− objects, and
a unique isomorphism between any two objects.
• F = ⊕ε∈E Et(ε),s(ε) ∈ End†(M).• ∨standard is the standard unitary dual functor with respect to F from [Pen18; GL18], which is
induced by the standard groupoid homomorphism dened from λ as in (3.7).
• H• is the planar algebra corresponding to (End†(M),∨standard, F ) under Corollary 3.53.
Theorem 3.75. With the above notation, the †-isomorphism of the underlying monoidal algebrasH•  G•
from Theorem 3.35 gives a †-isomorphism of unitary planar algebras.
Proof. As the isomorphism from Theorem 3.35 identies the underlying unitary monoidal algebras, we
need only check that the actions of cup and cap agree. Since cup is always the † of cap in a unitary planar
algebra as discussed in Remark 3.46, we need only check each shading of cap agrees.
First, the standard evaluation and coevaluation with respect to F are given by
evstandardEu,v :=
(
λ(u)
λ(v)
)1/2
coevstandardEu,v :=
(
λ(v)
λ(u)
)1/2
.
Indeed, it is straightforward to check that the ratio pi standard(Eu,v) of the left to right standard pivotal
dimension of Eu,v is given exactly by (3.7). Thus we see from the graphical calculus for End†(M) that
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under the isomorphism of underlying monoidal algebras from Theorem 3.35 where we suppress the
second empty loop, the formula for each shading of cap is given by
=
∑
ε∈E
(
λ(t(ε))
λ(s(ε))
)
εε∗ =
∑
ε∈E
(
λ(s(ε))
λ(t(ε))
)
ε∗ε .
These are exactly the same formulas for each shading of cap given by the state-sum formula (3.15). 
The following corollary follows immediately follows from 3.53.
Corollary 3.76. Let Γ = (V+,V−,E) be a nite connected bipartite graph, and let G• be its graph planar
algebra. LetM = Hilbn+ ⊕ Hilbn− where n± = |V± |.
• The idempotent category of G• is equivalent to End(M), as multifusion categories.
• The projection C∗ category of G• is dagger equivalent to End†(M), as unitary multifusion categories.
We now prove a version of the graph planar algebra embedding theorem [JP11] for module categories.
Below, we x a nite depth subfactor planar algebra P•, and we denote by (C ,X ) the unitary multifusion
category of projections of P• with distinguished object X corresponding to the unshaded-shaded strand
of P•. We endow C with the canonical spherical structure from [LR97; Yam04; BDH14; Pen18].
Theorem 3.77. The following are equivalent:
(1) An embedding of shaded planar †-algebras P• ↪→ G•
(2) A pivotal dagger tensor functor (Ψ, µ) : (C ,∨spherical) → (End†(M),∨standard) such that Ψ(X ) = F
and Ψ(idX ) = idF , and
(3) an indecomposable left C -module structure onM, compatible with the dagger structures of C and
M, together with a unitary trace TrM dened up to scalar satisfying the compatibility condition
(3.12), whose fusion graph with respect to X is Γ.
Proof. The equivalence of (1) and (2) follows from Corollary 3.53 together with Corollary 3.76. The
equivalence of (2) and (3) follows from Lemma 3.13 together with Proposition 3.64 and Theorem 3.69. 
4. Combinatorics of potential (bi)module categories for Extended Haagerup
4.1. Summary of the combinatorial techniques for classifyingmodule and bimodule categories.
In this section we prove a partial classication of all fusion categories Morita equivalent to the Extended
Haagerup fusion categories and all Morita equivalences between them. Specically, we show that there
are at most four fusion categories in the Morita equivalence class, show that there is exactly one Morita
equivalence between any two that actually exist, and determine the fusion rules for all possible fusion
categories and bimodule categories. This argument closely follows the outline of [GS12; GS16], so we
begin by briey summarizing the techniques of these articles.
Given a fusion category C , one gets a fusion ringC := K0(C )with basis consisting of the isomorphism
classes of simple objects in C and non-negative structure constants N kij for multiplication coming from
the fusion rules Xi ⊗ X j 
⊕
N kijXk . This fusion ring has an involution corresponding to taking duals.
It is natural to wonder: given a candidate fusion ring, is it categoriable into a fusion category, and if
so, how many fusion categories categorify our fusion ring? Typically, each of these questions is quite
dicult [Ost03b; Ost15; Lar14]; combinatorics alone tells you very little about a single fusion category.
Given several fusion categories Ci and some Morita equivalencesMkij between Ci and Cj , one gets
several fusion rings Ci = K0(Ci), several fusion bimodules Mkij = K0(Mkij), and many “composition rules"
Mkij ⊗Cj Mk
′
j` → Mk
′′
i` . This collection of data satises many combinatorial constraints. It is again natural to
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wonder: given a collection of fusion rings, fusion bimodules, and composition rules, are they categoriable,
and if so, in how many dierent ways? In general, this question is again quite dicult. However, in a
small handful of examples coming from the small index subfactor classication program, we have seen
that candidates which satisfy the many combinatorial constraints have been uniquely categoried. In
contrast to the situation for a single fusion category, combinatorics often tells you quite a lot about the
full Morita equivalence class of a known fusion category with a few known Morita equivalences.
Here is the outline in more detail. We start with some fusion categories Ci with fusion algebras Ci ,
and some Morita equivalences between them which we understand well. We rst use a computer to list
the fusion modules over the fusion rings Ci . (By ‘fusion modules’ we mean based modules satisfying
some additional properties — see [GS16]. Sometimes the term ‘NIMrep’ is used in the literature; this is an
abbreviation for non-negative integer matrix representations [Gan02].) We identify a few of these fusion
modules as coming from the known Morita equivalences, and we use some additional arguments to see
that the known categorication is the only possible realization of these modules. (In our case, this step
uses the uniqueness of the Extended Haagerup subfactor [BMPS12], which is much easier than existence.)
Second, we try to determine the possible fusion rings of the dual categories for each (real or hypothet-
ical) module category. Using a computer, we can sometimes uniquely determine the dual fusion ring from
a fusion module combinatorially, or at least produce a relatively small list. We then compute the fusion
modules over each of these new fusion rings, as well as the fusion bimodules between each pair of rings
in our collection.
At this point, we have a collection of rings, bimodules between them, and some information about
categorication of some of the bimodules (coming from known algebra objects). We now use the following
key fact: given a triple of fusion categories A,B,C, invertible bimodule categories AKB, BLC,AMC ,
and a tensor equivalence
AKB B BLC  AMC,
we get an induced map on the decategoried bimodules over the fusion rings:
AKB ⊗B BLC → AMC .
This induced map preserves positivity of coecients and Frobenius-Perron dimensions. Moreover, the
existence of such a map can be checked with a computer. If such a map does not exist, we say that
the triple of fusion bimodules is not multiplicatively compatible. Thus categorication of many fusion
modules or bimodules can be ruled out due to not being multiplicatively compatible with those fusion
bimodules which have known categorications. A similar argument can be used to compare the number
of categorications of dierent bimodules. This stage of the argument is a bit similar to playing Sudoku,
since each time you rule out one possible bimodule, then the composites which were only compatible
with the eliminated one are now themselves incompatible.
Following this outline, we can often deduce a lot of information about the Brauer-Picard groupoid
from a relatively small amount of input data (such as existence of a few small objects which are known to
have unique algebra structures). In particular, for the Extended Haagerup fusion categories, we start with
our two fusion categories EH1 and EH2, the existence and uniqueness of the Extended Haagerup Morita
equivalence between them, and the lack of automorphisms of the Extended Haagerup planar algebra.
This data is sucient to successfully run the above procedure to obtain the entire Morita equivalence
class, as evidenced by Theorem 4.12 below.
4.2. The Brauer-Picard groupoid of Extended Haagerup. The Extended Haagerup subfactor gives
a Morita equivalence between two fusion categories which are not tensor equivalent. The fusion rules for
these two categories are given in §2.1 and 2.2; one of the categories has commuting fusion rules and the
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other one does not. We will call the category with commuting fusion rules EH 1 and the other category
EH 2.
We refer the reader to [GS16] for precise denitions of fusion modules and bimodules and multiplicative
compatibility of triples of modules/bimodules. Detailed descriptions of the computer algorithms used to
search for fusion (bi)modules and to check for multiplicative compatibility are also described there.
Lemma 4.1. There are exactly 7 fusion modules over EH1 and exactly 5 fusion modules over EH2.
Proof. Checked with computer. 
The data of the (right) fusion modules are presented in accompanying text les EH1modules.txt
and EH2modules.txt. Each fusion module of rank r over the fusion ring of rank s is described by a
list of r non-negative integer matrices of size s × r . The (i, j)-th entry of the k-th matrix is the coecient
of the module basis elementmj in the product ximk (where xi is a ring basis element). The bases for the
fusion rings and modules are ordered with increasing Frobenius-Perron dimension.
From the list of matrices for a given fusion module, one can read o a corresponding list of objects in
the fusion category which are of the form EndEHi (m), the internal endomorphism object associated to a
simple objectm in a module category categorication. Such an internal endomorphism object necessarily
admits an algebra structure if the module can be categoried. The multiplicity vector of the simple objects
in EHi in each such (hypothetical) algebra object is given by the jth column of the jth matrix. In particular,
the rst column of the rst matrix in the data of the fusion module gives the multiplicity vector of the
internal endomorphism algebra object with the smallest Frobenius-Perron dimension for any module
category realization. Therefore if we can classify algebra objects with the given multiplicity vector, we
can classify module category realizations of the fusion module.
We refer to the ve fusion modules over EH2 as EH2-Modules 1-5, using the same order as in the text
le. In the notation of Section §2.2, the corresponding (hypothetical) smallest algebra objects are given by
1 + 2f2 + 2f4 + f6, 1 + f6, 1 + f4 + P (or 1 + f4 +Q), 1 + f2, and 1.
Lemma 4.2. EH2-Modules 4 and 5 are each realized by a unique right EH 2-module category.
Proof. In any fusion category, the object 1 has a unique algebra structure. The object 1 + f2 has a
(necessarily unique by 3-supertransitivity [GS12, Lemma 3.13]) algebra structure by the existence of the
Extended Haagerup subfactor [BMPS12]. 
To go further, we consider fusion bimodules, which we again enumerate with a computer. The full
data is in the accompanying text le EHBimodules.txt. There are two EH1-EH1 fusion bimodules.
There are three EH1-EH2 fusion bimodules, exactly one of which corresponds to the algebra 1 + f2 in
EH 2 (i.e. the Extended Haagerup subfactor). There are three EH2-EH2 fusion bimodules, one of which
has rank 3, and the other two of which each contain basis elements with Frobenius-Perron dimension 1.
Lemma 4.3. The rank 3 EH2-EH2 fusion bimodule is not realized by an EH 2-EH 2 bimodule category.
Proof. Looking at the (computer-generated) lists of multiplicatively compatible modules and bimodules
in the accompanying text le EHbimodulecomposition.txt, we nd that there is no possible
way to tensor a realization of the rank 3 EH2-EH2 fusion bimodule (which is the rst one on the list of
EH2-EH2 bimodules) with any invertible EH 1-EH 2 bimodule category. 
Lemma 4.4. The automorphism group of EH 2 is trivial.
Proof. This argument is the same as the corresponding ones for Haagerup and Asaeda–Haagerup [GS12;
GS16]. There is a unique algebra object in EH 2 giving the Extended Haagerup planar algebra and
this algebra tensor generates EH 2. Thus automorphisms of EH 2 correspond to automorphisms of the
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Extended Haagerup planar algebra (see [HPT16b, Thm A] for details). Any automorphism of the Extended
Haagerup planar algebra must send the generator to a multiple of itself (because it is uncappable) and the
quadratic relation says that this scalar must be be one. Thus the Extended Haagerup planar algebra does
not admit non-trivial automorphisms. 
Theorem 4.5. The Brauer-Picard group of the Extended Haagerup fusion categories is trivial.
Proof. Since by Lemma 4.3 the only realizable EH2-EH2-bimodules each contain a basis element of
Frobenius-Perron dimension 1, any bimodule category realization of one of these bimodules is equivalent
to the trivial module category as either a left or right module category. Since EH 2 has no outer automor-
phisms, any such bimodule category is in fact the trivial bimodule category. Thus EH 2 does not admit
any non-trivial invertible bimodule categories, and the Brauer-Picard group is trivial. 
Corollary 4.6. The Brauer–Picard 3-groupoid has the homotopy type of K(C×, 3). AnyG-graded extension
of an Extended Haagerup fusion category is of the form C  Vec(G,ω) for ω ∈ H 3(G,C×).
Proof. The Brauer–Picard 3-groupoid is connected, has trivial pi1 (since the Brauer–Picard group is trivial),
has trivial pi2 (by [GJS15, Cor. 3.7] since EH1 has no invertible objects and no non-trivial gradings), and
has pi3 = C× (by [ENO10, Prop. 7.1]). Hence it is a K(C×, 3).
The classication of obstructions follows from the main result of [ENO10]. Since the Brauer–Picard
group is trivial, the obstructionsO3 andO4 vanish. Since pi2 is trivial, extensions are classied byH 3(G,C×)
and it is easy to see that C  Vec(G,ω) realizes these extensions. 
Corollary 4.7. Exactly one of the three EH1-EH2 fusion bimodules is realized by a bimodule category (the
one corresponding to the Extended Haagerup subfactor).
Lemma 4.8. EH2-Module 1 is not realized by any module category.
Proof. Again looking at the lists of multiplicatively compatible modules and bimodules in the le EHbi-
modulecomposition.txt, we nd that there is no possible way to tensor a right EH 2-module
category realizing EH2-Module 1 with the known existing EH 2-EH 1 bimodule category (which corre-
sponds to the third EH2 − EH1 bimodule on the list in the text les). This implies that EH2-Module 1 is
not realized by a module category. 
We are now left to classify categorications of EH2-Modules 2 and 3. For each of EH2-Module 2/3,
we can use multiplicative compatibility with the realized EH1-EH2-bimodule to uniquely identify a
corresponding fusion module over EH1 which would have to be realized as well for any realization of
EH2-Module 2/3. From the lists in EHbimodulecomposition.txt, we see that EH2-Module 2
corresponds to EH1-Module 6 and EH2-Module 3 corresponds to EH1-Module 7.
We now introduce fusion rings EH3 and EH4 (whose multiplication tables were described in the
preceding section). We compute the lists of fusion modules over EH3 and EH4; fusion bimodules over
EHi-EHj , 1 ≤ i, j, ≤ 4; and multiplicative compatibility between all of these modules and bimodules. This
data is all included in the accompanying text les.
The reason for introducing these rings is the following:
Lemma 4.9. If EH2-Module 2 is realized by a right EH 2-module category, then the fusion ring of the dual
category is EH3. If EH2-Module 3 is realized by a right EH 2-module category, then the fusion ring of the
dual category is EH4.
Proof. We use a computer to nd the fusion rings of the dual categories of realizations of these fusion
modules. It turns out that is easier to compute the dual rings for the corresponding EH1-Modules 6 and 7.
Since any module category KEH 2 realizing EH2-Module 2 can be tensored with the EH 2-EH 1 Morita
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equivalence to give a module category LEH 1 realizing EH1-Module 6 and having the same dual category
as K (and similarly for EH2-Module 3), this is sucient. 
Lemma 4.10. EH2-Module 2 and EH2-Module 3 are each realized by at most one module category.
Proof. Let KEH 2 and LEH 2 be realizations of EH2-Module 2 with dual categories C and D. Then by the
previous lemma C and D each have fusion ring EH3. Then
M = KEH 2 EH 2 EH 2Lop
is an invertible C-D bimodule category with realizes some EH3-EH3 fusion bimodule. Looking at the list
of EH3-EH3-fusion bimodules, we see that every such bimodule has a basis element with Frobenius-Perron
dimension 1. ThereforeM is trivial as a left C module category. This means that C  D. Since the
Brauer-Picard group is trivial, this implies that KEH 2  LEH 2 .
The proof for EH2-Module 3 is similar. 
Since AMB is a Morita equivalence if and only if B is isomorphic to the dual category EndA(M), we
have the following corollary.
Corollary 4.11. There is at most one fusion category Morita equivalent to EH2 with fusion ring EH3 and
at most one fusion category Morita equivalent to EH2 with fusion ring EH4.
Putting this all together, we obtain the following result.
Theorem 4.12. In addition to EH 1 and EH 2, the Morita equivalence class of the Extended Haagerup fusion
categories contains:
• at most one fusion category with fusion ring EH3;
• at most one fusion category with fusion ring EH4;
• and no other fusion categories.
The main result of this paper, Theorem 1.1 asserts the existence of fusion categories EH 3 and EH 4
in the Extended Haagerup Morita equivalence class with fusion rings EH3 and EH4, respectively.
Remark 4.13. There are analogous versions of Theorem 4.12 for the unitary, pivotal, and unitary pivotal
settings with the analogous conclusion as Theorem 4.12.
• In the unitary setting, the unitary Morita equivalence class of the Extended Haagerup unitary
fusion categories contains at most one unitary fusion category with each of the fusion rings EH3
and EH4 and no other unitary fusion categories.
• In the pivotal setting, the pivotal Morita equivalence class of the Extended Haagerup pivotal fusion
categories contains at most one pivotal fusion category with each of the fusion rings EH3 and EH4
and no other pivotal fusion categories.
• In the unitary pivotal setting, the unitary pivotal Morita equivalence class of the Extended Haagerup
unitary fusion categories contains at most one unitary fusion category with each of the fusion
rings EH3 and EH4 and no other unitary fusion categories.
The proofs of these theorems are completely analogous to the above argument inserting adjectives
as necessary. The key point is that we already know that the Extended Haagerup subfactor is unique
in all contexts (algebraically, unitarily, pivotally, and unitary pivotally). That is, we need to know that
not only is there a unique algebra structure on 1 + f (2) in EH3, but we also have a unique C∗ algebra
structure, a unique normalized Frobenius structure, and a unique Q-system structure. It is important to
note that there is no obvious way to derive these theorems from each other; rather we must use the same
argument separately in each setting.
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In principal, we might still have that EH3 or EH4 exists as say a fusion category, but not as a unitary
pivotal fusion category. However, note that existence of EH3 and EH4 in the unitary pivotal setting
(which is what we actually prove!) implies existence in all settings.
4.3. The fusion ring of the groupoid. Suppose A, B, and C are fusion categories and AKB , BLC ,
and AMC are Morita equivalences such that there is a bimodule equivalence
Φ : AKB B BLC  AMC .
In general there may be multiple such equivalences Φ, which are parametrized by invertible objects in
the (common) Drinfeld center Z (A). If the Drinfeld center has no non-trivial invertible objects then the
equivalence Φ is uniquely determined by K , L, andM. There are no invertible central objects for the
Extended Haagerup categories, as can be read o from the complete description of Z (EH) in [MW17] or
can seen more directly following [GJS15]. Therefore it makes sense to dene the tensor product of simple
objects in K and L as a direct sum of simple objects ofM. Thus for Extended Haagerup, we can dene
the fusion ring of the Brauer-Picard groupoid, with basis consisting of isomorphism classes of simple
objects in each invertible bimodule category.
Notation 4.14. For 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 4, we denote by Cij the unique EHi − EHj fusion bimodule which was
calculated using a computer and discussed in the last section. The rank of Cij is the ij-th entry of the
following matrix:
(4.1) R :=
©­­­«
6 6 6 6
6 8 5 5
6 5 8 5
6 5 5 8
ª®®®¬ .
We may view (Cij)4i,j=1 as one fusion ring whose basis consists of the union of the distinguished bases of
each Cij . Multiplication of basis elements is determined by the relative tensor product of the ambient
bimodules (and dened to be zero when the ambient bimodules don’t compose).
We describe the fusion ring in the Mathematica notebook EHmult.nb, which is a wrapper for the
data le EHmult.txt, both of which are bundled with the arXiv sources of this article. Therein, we
supply a 6-dimensional tensor T whose (i, j,k,x ,y, z)-entry is the coecient of z-th basis element of Ci,k
in the product of the x-th basis element of Cij and the y-th basis element of Cjk . That is,
iX j ⊗ jYk =
∑
Z
T (i, j,k,x ,y, z)iZk 〈iX j ⊗ jYk , iZk〉 := T (i, j,k,x ,y, z)
where iX j is the x-th basis of EHij , and similarly for jYk and iZk .
Notation 4.15. We denote by (EHij)2i,j=1 and (EHij)2i,j=1 the projection unitary multifusion category of the
Extended Haagerup subfactor planar algebra and its fusion ring, where the 2 corresponds to an unshaded
region and a 1 corresponds to a shaded region.
Remark 4.16. By Theorem 4.12, there is at most one way to extend the unitary multifusion category
(EHij)2i,j=1 to a unitary multifusion category (EHij)4i,j=1 such that EHij categories EHij for all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 4.
4.4. Fusion graphs from EH2-Modules. We continue using Notations 4.14 and 4.15 from the previous
section. Notice that for 1 ≤ k ≤ 4, we get a left C-module Mk given by
Mk :=
(
EH1k
EH2k
)
.
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Denition 4.17. For 1 ≤ k ≤ 4, the fusion graph Γk for Mk with respect to X is the bipartite graph
consisting of
• odd, shaded vertices given by the basis elements of EH1k ,
• even, unshaded vertices given by the basis elements of EH2k , and
• 〈2X1 ⊗ 1Yk , 2Zk〉 = T (2, 1,k, 1,y, z) edges between the y-th basis element 1Yk ∈ EH1k and the z-th
basis element 2Zk ∈ EH2k .
Note this convention is opposite to the one used for principal graphs of subfactors and fusion graphs for
fusion categories in §2 (see Notation 2.2).
Proposition 4.18. The fusion graphs Γk for 1 ≤ k ≤ 4 are given by
Γ1 =
Γ2 =
Γ3 =
2
1
2
3
6 5 5 4
4
3
1
Γ4 =
1
2
4 3 5 5
3
6 4
1
2
Remark 4.19. The labelings on Γ3 and Γ4 match the indexing of objects in EHmult.nb. As we only need
labelings on Γ3 and Γ4 in the following section, we have not labelled Γ1 and Γ2.
Our convention for shading the above vertices is that all vertices in EH1k are shaded, whereas all
vertices in EH2k are unshaded. This corresponds to the fact that the unshaded region of the Extended
Haagerup planar algebra EH• corresponds to EH2, and the shaded region corresponds to EH1.
Proof of Proposition 4.18. The rst two are exactly the denition of the dual principal graph and the
principal graph of the extended Haagerup subfactor. The second two are obtained via computer in the
Mathematica notebook EHmult.nb included with the arXiv sources of this article. 
Remark 4.20. By the complete classication of possible module categories for EH1 and EH2 in Theorem
4.12 together with Corollary 1.2, the graphs in Proposition 4.18 are the only bipartite graphs which could
accept a planar algebra embedding map from the Extended Haagerup subfactor planar algebra.
Corollary 4.21. If the extended Haagerup subfactor planar algebra embeds into the graph planar algebra
of Γk for k = 3, 4, thenMk is categoriable as a (EHij)2i,j=1-module C∗-category, and EHk exists.
Proof. Fix 3 ≤ k ≤ 4. By Corollary 1.2, the embedding of shaded planar algebras gives us a (EHij)2i,j=1-
module C∗-categoryMk which categories Mk and whose fusion graph with respect to the unshaded-
shaded strand is given by Γk . We see thatMk is equivalent to a direct sum EH1k ⊕ EH2k where EHjk is
a left module category over EHjj := EHj for j = 1, 2. By analyzing the fusion rules with X , by Theorem
4.12, we may conclude that EHjk categories the fusion bimodule EHjk for j = 1, 2. Specializing to j = 2,
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since EH2k is a EH22 − EHkk bimodule, by Theorem 4.12, the dual category EHkk of the EH22-module
EH2k must categorify EHkk . Again by Theorem 4.12, EHkk is equivalent to EHk . 
Remark 4.22. We can perform a similar (simpler) calculation for the Haagerup fusion categories. It was
shown in [GS12] that there are exactly three fusion categories in the Morita equivalence class of the
Haagerup subfactor, which we will denote byHk , k = 1, 2, 3; and a unique Morita equivalence between
each pair. The category H2 has six simple objects, labeled 1, д, д2, X , дX , and д2X , which satisfy the
fusion rules
д3 = 1, X 2 = 1 + X + дX + д2X , дX = Xд2.
(Here we have used decategoried notation, and suppressed tensor product, direct sum, and isomorphism
symbols).
The category H3 is the category of bimodules in H2 over the algebra 1 + д + д2; it has the same
fusion ring asH2, and we will label its simple objects by 1, h, h2, Y , дY , and д2Y . The categoryH1 can
described as the category of bimodules over the algebra 1 +X inH2, or as the category of bimodules over
1 +Y + hY inH3. The Haagerup planar algebra is the planar algebra corresponding to the generator K of
theH1-H2 Morita equivalence whose right internal end KK is 1 + X . Let L be the object in theH2-H3
Morita equivalence whose left internal end LL is 1 +д +д2 (and whose right internal end LL is 1 +h +h2).
Let M be the object in theH1-H3 Morita equivalence whose right internal end MM is 1 + Y + hY .
The H2-H3 Morita equivalence has rank two, with simple objects L = дL = Lh and XL = LY . The
H1-H3 Morita equivalence has rank four, with simple objects KL, M , Mh, and Mh2. The fusion graph for
the module corresponding to EH 3 is then determined by tensoring each of the two simple 1-2 objects on
the left by K and decomposing into simple 2-3 objects. Clearly there is a single edge from L to KL and no
other edges out of L. We now want to nd the vertices adjacent to XL, i.e. the summands of KXL. By
Frobenius reciprocity, using (·, ·) to denote the dimension of the hom space,
(KXL,KXL) = (KK ,XLLX ) = (1 + X ,X (1 + д + д2)X ) = (1 + X , 1 + д + д2 + 3X + 3дX + 3д2X ) = 4.
So KXL has either four distinct simple summands or a single simple summand with multiplicity two. But
(KXL,KL) = (KKX ,LL) = ((1 + X )X , 1 + д + д2) = (1 + 2X + дX + д2X , 1 + д + д2) = 1,
so KL appears with multiplicity one in KXL. Thus KXL has four distinct distinct summands and there is
a single edge from XL to each of the four simple 2-3 objects. This gives the broom graph of Corollary 1.4.
5. Graph planar algebra embeddings for Extended Haagerup
To specify a map out of a planar algebra presented by generators and relations, we need only assign
values to the the generators and check the relations. In particular, once we have a nice presentation of a
planar algebra, we can easily calculate all pivotal (C∗) module categories over it. For example, if we want
to calculate all pivotal (C∗) module categories over the Termperley-Lieb-Jones planar algebra, we have
no generators, and the only relation is the loop modulus, so we get a unique module category for every
planar graph with the correct Frobenius–Perron eigenvector [EO04; DY15]. The SU (3)q planar algebra
is presented by two trivalent vertices satisfying certain relations using Kuperberg’s spider description
[Kup96], and nding elements in a graph planar algebra corresponding to these two trivalent vertices is
exactly solving Ocneanu’s cell conditions [Ocn02; EP09; PZ01].
One of the main results of [BMPS12] is to give a similar characterization of maps out of the Extended
Haagerup planar algebra denoted EH•, which we recall in Proposition 5.7. Using this result, we give
the embeddings of the extended Haagerup subfactor planar into the graph planar algebras of Γ3 and Γ4,
by solving the equations specied in Proposition 5.7 in the appropriate graph planar algebras. This is
closely analogous to the original construction of EH• by embedding it in the graph planar algebra of its
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principal graph, and we are able to reuse the same code. There are associated Mathematica notebooks
(module-GPAs-EH3.nb and module-GPAs-EH4.nb) which demonstrate the messy process of
solving these equations. Here we simply exhibit particular solutions. Thus by Corollary 4.21, M3 and M4
are categoriable as (EHij)2i,j=1-module C∗-categories, and EH3 and EH4 exist.
5.1. The lopsided graph planar algebra convention. Suppose P• is a semisimple shaded planar
algebra with pivotal projection multitensor category (C ,X ,φ) where X ∈ P1,+ is the shaded-unshaded
strand. By just rescaling cups and caps in C for X as in [MP14, §1.1],
(5.1) 7→ x 7→ x−1 7→ y 7→ y−1
we obtain another semisimple shaded planar algebra P∩x ,y• with the same underlying projection multiten-
sor category. To describe the action of tangles, we rst write the tangles in standard form, where each
box has the same number of strings emanating from the top and bottom. The action of tangles is obtained
from the action of tangles for P•, where in addition, we multiply by factors of x ,y,x−1,y−1 corresponding
to appearances of cups and caps as in (5.1) in the standard form for the tangle.
It is straightforward to verify that this is a well-dened action of planar tangles which is independent
of the choice of standard form of a tangle. One rst veries that the zig-zag relations hold and 2pi -rotation
is still the identity. One then appeals to the folklore theorem ([Jon99, Proof of Thm. 4.2.1], similar to
[HPT16b, Prop. 4.5]) that any two standard forms of a tangle are related by a nite number of moves
including Morse cancelation, 2pi -rotation, and exchanging the heights of two input boxes. Thus P∩x ,y• is a
shaded planar algebra.
While the underlying projection multitensor category C has not changed, the pivotal structure φ∩x ,y
onC corresponding toP∩x ,y• has changed! Indeed, pivotal structures on a semisimple multitensor category
are completely determined by the left and right pivotal dimensions [Pen18, Lem. 2.12]. The left and right
φ∩x ,y pivotal dimensions on C , denoted dim∩x ,y
L/R , are related to the left and right φ pivotal dimensions,
denoted dimφ
L/R , as follows:
(5.2) (dim∩x ,yL (c), dim∩x ,yR (c)) =

(dimφL(c), dimφR(c)) if c ∈ C00
(xy−1 dimφL(c),yx−1 dimφR(c)) if c ∈ C01
(yx−1 dimφL(c),xy−1 dimφR(c)) if c ∈ C10
(dimφL(c), dimφR(c)) if c ∈ C11
Notice that we may write (5.2) as simply one equation:
(dim∩x ,yL (c), dim∩x ,yR (c)) = (x jx−iyiy−j dimφL(c),xix−jy jy−i dimφR(c)) ∀c ∈ Cij .
Denition 5.1. Suppose P• is a semisimple shaded planar algebra in which the shaded/unshaded closed
loops are multiplicative scalars δ± ∈ P0,± respectively. We call P• lopsided if δ+ = 1.
Given a semisimple shaded planar algebra P• with scalar loop moduli δ± as in Denition 5.1, we can
always obtain a lopsided planar algebra P lopsided• := P∩δ+,1• . Notice that the shaded/unshaded loop moduli
in P lopsided• are now 1 and δ+δ− respectively.
Example 5.2 ([MP14, §1.1]). Let G• be the graph planar algebra of a nite bipartite graph Γ = (V+,V−,E),
whose shaded and unshaded loop moduli are both δ = ‖Γ‖. The lopsided graph planar algebra is
Glopsided• := G∩δ ,1• . Notice that the lopsided pivotal structure is obtained from the standard pivotal
structure by only rescaling cups and caps which are shaded above by a multiplicative factor of δ±1, where
the sign is the sign of the critical point (+1 for caps and −1 for cups).
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Warning 5.3. The corresponding projection unitary multifusion category ofG• is End†(Hilb|V+ |+|V− |), which
is equipped with the standard unitary dual functor ∨standard with respect to the object X representing Γ.
The lopsided pivotal structure on End†(Hilb|V+ |+|V− |) induced by Glopsided• is not unitary as noted in the
rst paragraph of [MP14, §1.1], as y−1 = 1 , δ = x . However, it is computationally easier to work with
the non-unitary lopsided pivotal structure as introducing square roots increases the degree of the number
elds involved. Moreover, by [MP14], one can pass back and forth between the non-unitary lopsided
convention and the unitary standard convention, so we do not lose any examples.
5.2. The Extended Haagerup subfactor planar algebra. The Extended Haagerup subfactor planar
algebra EH• is a shaded planar †-algebra, generated by an 8-box called S which satises the relations
given below.
The presentation given in [BMPS12] uses the spherical pivotal structure, and here we also give a
presentation with the lopsided pivotal structure, as this is necessary for computations later. The translation
follows the discussion on p. 3 of [MP14].
• modulus: With [2] the largest root of x6−8x4+17x2−5 = 0, approximately 2.09218, in the lopsided
pivotal structure we have the shaded loop equal to 1 and the unshaded loop equal to [2]2, while in
the spherical pivotal structure both loops are equal to [2].
(In the remainder of these formulas, coecients are given using quantum numbers dened in
the usual way, [n] = qn−q−n
q−q−1 .)
• self-adjoint: S = S∗
• rotational eigenvector: S?
?
··· = −S
• uncappable: S?? ··· = 0 and S?? ·
·
· = 0
(and in combination with rotation, all placements of a cap on a generator S are zero).
• multiplication relation: S2 = S S
? ?
8 8 8
= f (8)
• one strand jellysh relation:
15
S
?
18
f (18) = α
9 9
7
S
?
S
?
18
f (18) ,
with α = i
√[8][10]
[2]4[9] in the lopsided case, or α = i
√[8][10]
[9] in the spherical case.
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• two strand jellysh relation:
16
S?
20
f (20) = β
9 2 9
7 7
S
?
S
?
S
?
20
f (20) ,
with β = [20][2]6[9][10] in the lopsided case, or β =
[2][20]
[9][10] in the spherical case.
These relations are sucient to evaluate all closed diagrams in S , via the ‘jellysh algorithm’ which
pulls copies of S to the exterior and then cancels them in pairs. Note that in addition to the above relations,
to give a complete description of the Extended Haagerup subfactor planar algebra we also quotient by
the negligible elements. Moreover, there is a non-zero representation of this abstract planar †-algebra in
the graph planar algebra of the principal graph, which proves the existence of the Extended Haagerup
subfactor planar algebra. We refer the reader to [BMPS12] for more details.
Below we will use the constant λ for the largest purely imaginary root of λ6 + 2λ4 − 3λ2 − 5 = 0,
approximately 1.54i .
Lemma 5.4 (Variation of [BMPS12, Prop. 3.12]). Let Γ be a nite bipartite graph with norm [2] as above.
Suppose S ∈ GPA(Γ)8,+ is a self-adjoint, uncappable, rotational eigenvector with eigenvalue −1, and has
the Extended Haagerup moments
(5.3) tr(S2) = [9] tr(S3) = 0 tr(S4) = [9] tr(ρ1/2(S)3) = i [18]√[8][10] .
Let PA(S)• be the planar †-subalgebra of GPA(Γ)• generated by S . Then PA(S)•  EH•.
Proof. The proof that PA(S)• is an irreducible subfactor planar algebra with principal graph Γ2 from
Proposition 4.18 is identical to the proof of [BMPS12, Prop. 3.12], which never used that Γ = Γ2. The nal
claim that PA(S)•  EH• follows by uniqueness of the Extended Haagerup subfactor planar algebra
[Haa94]. 
Remark 5.5. In fact, Lemma 5.4 holds if we replace GPA(Γ)• with any unitary shaded planar algebra
P• with a spherical faithful tracial stateψ± on P0,± (see Remark 3.73 or [Pen18, §5]) whose shaded and
unshaded loop values are both [2] as above.
Remark 5.6. We want to emphasize that the proof [BMPS12, Prop. 3.12] uses unitarity in an essential way.
The key step, following [Pet10], is that using only the moments you can prove the Jellysh relations by
checking that the inner product of each relation with itself is 0.
Proposition 5.7. Suppose P• is any unitary shaded planar algebra with a spherical faithful tracial state
ψ± on P0,± whose shaded and unshaded loop values are both [2] as above. Planar †-algebra morphisms
EH• → P• are in bijection with choices of self-adjoint uncappable elements S′ ∈ P8,+ with rotational
eigenvalue −1, satisfying
S′2 = f (8)(5.4)
ρ−1/2(S′)2 = 25
(−λ5 − 2λ3 + 3λ) [2]−1ρ−1/2(S′) + (λ2 − 2) [2]−2 f (8)
= i(rˇ 1/2 − rˇ−1/2)ρ−1/2(S) − f (8)(5.5)
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where rˇ = [10][8] .
Proof. By Lemma 5.4 and Remark 5.5, we need only show that S′ satises the Extended Haagerup moments
(5.3) if and only if (5.4) and (5.5) hold. Clearly if (5.4) and (5.5) hold, then S′ satises the Extended Haagerup
moments (5.3). Conversely, suppose S′ satises the Extended Haagerup moments (5.3). By [BMPS12,
Prop. 3.7], S′ so (5.4) holds, together with the one and two strand jellysh relations. As the principal
graphs must be those of Extended Haagerup, again by Lemma 5.4, we can apply [BMPS12, Eq. (3.3)]
(essentially from [Jon12]), which gives (5.5) above for S′. 
Corollary 5.8. Planar algebra homomorphisms EH∩δ ,1• → P∩δ ,1• between the lopsided planar algebras are
in bijection with choices of uncappable elements S′ ∈ P8,+ with rotational eigenvalue −1 satisfying (5.4) and
(5.6) ρ−1/2(S)2 = 25
(−λ5 − 2λ3 + 3λ) ρ−1/2(S) + (λ2 − 2) f (8)
rather than (5.5).
5.3. EH 3. In this section, we use Corollary 5.8 to nd EH• in the graph planar algebra of the bipartite
graph
Γ3 =
2
1
2
3
6 5 5 4
4
3
1
.
The lowest weight eigenspace with 16 boundary points, and rotational eigenvalue -1, is 18 dimensional. An
element in this eigenspace is determined by its values ci on the following loops `i based at unshaded/even
vertices:
`1 = 5655434556554345 `2 = 5543455622263626
`3 = 4556265626365543 `4 = 5636265626554345
`5 = 2636265626362636 `6 = 4556263626265543
`7 = 4556222655554345 `8 = 2636263626263622
`9 = 4345562626313655 `10 = 4345563626363655
`11 = 4556313655454345 `12 = 5631365636554345
`13 = 2636265626263136 `14 = 2226362631362636
`15 = 2631362636362636 `16 = 5631362626554345
`17 = 2631362626362636 `18 = 2226313622263136
There are exactly two solutions to the equations, and these are related by S′ = −S , or by applying the
unique graph automorphism. The element S has coecients in Q(µ), where µ is the root of µ12 + 718µ10 +
679145µ8 + 43340550µ6 + 43588750µ4 − 625000µ2 + 390625 = 0 which is approximately −0.229025 −
0.202916i . The values of ci written as polynomials in µ are quite horric (coecients rational numbers
with numerators and denominators having up to 30 digits), so we instead express them directly in terms
of their minimal polynomials. (The associated Mathematica notebook contains their values in the number
eld.) We use the notation λxa0,...,ak to denote the root of a0 + a1λ + · · · + akλk = 0 which is closest to the
approximate number x (and we’re careful to write x with enough precision that this is unambiguous).
c1 = λ
(0.0080256i)
1,0,112942,0,−1940695,0,−125
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c2 = λ
(0.1672−0.0995i)
625,0,58550,0,1877265,0,24363782,0,119192086,0,−4303080,0,172225
c3 = λ
(0.03538+0.16258i)
9765625,0,822187500,0,5692096250,0,704926450,0,34457185,0,774362,0,6889
c4 = λ
(0.03272−0.15038i)
15625,0,47736250,0,11814953125,0,1219921150,0,49538050,0,927928,0,6889
c5 = λ
(0.0061335)
25,0,4235,0,26582,0,−1
c6 = λ
(0.10306+0.06133i)
9765625,0,100312500,0,287121250,0,166019450,0,31036785,0,−421822,0,6889
c7 = λ
(−0.048654i)
5,0,183,0,−422,0,−1
c8 = λ
(−0.1672)
125,0,1490,0,137,0,−5
c9 = λ
(0.24287−0.03754i)
625,0,30300,0,164710,0,6266122,0,18530421,0,−2194130,0,70225
c10 = λ
(0.049520−0.029468i)
15625,0,1045000,0,25515750,0,222706550,0,624079625,0,−1976682,0,6889
c11 = λ
(0.05260i)
125,0,−205,0,−362,0,−1
c12 = λ
(−0.09532−0.05673i)
15625,0,5448750,0,470120625,0,259808550,0,42457870,0,−493928,0,6889
c13 = λ
(−0.045805+0.040583i)
625,0,17950,0,679145,0,1733622,0,69742,0,−40,0,1
c14 = λ
(0.09647i)
25,0,−622,0,−543,0,−5
c15 = λ
(−0.049520)
625,0,17450,0,365,0,−1
c16 = λ
(−0.138433−0.021397i)
15625,0,3842500,0,55831750,0,−4013550,0,7389525,0,−273698,0,2809
c17 = λ
(0.013563+0.012017i)
390625,0,24156250,0,2220203125,0,1165172950,0,9182770,0,−608,0,1
c18 = λ
(−0.3117i)
5,0,−222,0,−279,0,−25
It is then a simple matter to directly verify the equations (this takes less than a minute on a modern
CPU); this verication can be found in module-GPAs-EH3.nb.
5.4. EH 4. In this section, we use Corollary 5.8 to nd EH• in the graph planar algebra of the bipartite
graph
Γ4 =
1
2
4 3 5 5
3
6 4
1
2
.
The lowest weight eigenspace with 16 boundary points, and rotational eigenvalue -1, is 20 dimensional. An
element in this eigenspace is determined by its values ci on the following loops `i based at unshaded/even
vertices:
`1 = 3553565355553424 `2 = 5653555356535653
`3 = 3555535646553414 `4 = 5646535653564653
`5 = 4146535534243556 `6 = 5553564146535653
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`7 = 4146535641465356 `8 = 4246553424355356
`9 = 4246535534243556 `10 = 5553564246535653
`11 = 5646535646424653 `12 = 4146535642465356
`13 = 4246535642465356 `14 = 3556424146553424
`15 = 5646535653564146 `16 = 5356424146535646
`17 = 5642414646535653 `18 = 5641424646414653
`19 = 5642414246424653 `20 = 4142414641424142
There are four solutions to these equations, and the graph automorphism group acts freely and
transitively on them. The solutions have coecients in Q(µ), where µ is the root of µ12 − 74510µ10 +
1753550625µ8 − 8889717968750µ6 + 23050129394531250µ4 + 42850952148437500µ2 + 95367431640625 = 0
which is approximately −0.0472042i . One of the four solutions has coecients:
c1 = λ
(0.04828+0.07374i)
3125,49250,56580,53520,1597,−200,53
c2 = λ
(−0.038842i)
125,0,−1285982,0,−1789244179,0,−2699449
c3 = λ
(−0.02632−0.06233i)
3125,−18750,31575,−20540,4443,186,25
c4 = λ
(0.05003i)
5,0,2882,0,−249683,0,−625
c5 = λ
(−0.063152−0.039778i)
48828125,−195312500,386718750,−344687500,126334375,−3725000,−6388300,43560,201947,23420,1230,36,1
c6 = λ
(0.0086287i)
125,0,150048,0,92084512,0,8056764288,0,285286080768,0,296306688,0,20480
c7 = λ
(0.40535i)
125,0,197208,0,81755664,0,−661557632,0,3025487360,0,515469312,0,20480
c8 = λ
(−0.30264+0.07970i)
125,3750,27250,−64700,141035,−2100,103848,105108,29242,2034,−122,−10,1
c9 = λ
(0.38771+0.10211i)
48828125,−195312500,386718750,−344687500,126334375,−3725000,−6388300,43560,201947,23420,1230,36,1
c10 = λ
(−0.031052i)
125,0,150048,0,92084512,0,8056764288,0,285286080768,0,296306688,0,20480
c11 = λ
(0.032477i)
5,0,1282,0,−4739,0,−5
c12 = λ
(−0.2194i)
1,0,−293,0,−118,0,−5
c13 = λ
(0.0063040i)
125,0,197208,0,81755664,0,−661557632,0,3025487360,0,515469312,0,20480
c14 = λ
(−0.1850−0.1190i)
15625,−37500,2375,−850,−832,−156,13
c15 = λ
(−0.069636i)
125,0,−9582,0,821981,0,−28226758,0,2200643514,0,16166708,0,26645
c16 = λ
(0.0099201i)
125,0,−2047,0,−50809,0,−5
c17 = λ
(−0.026344i)
125,0,455738,0,13472487051,0,−26481195508,0,28428109059,0,58134938,0,26645
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c18 = λ
(−0.00188817i)
625,0,−74510,0,2805681,0,−22757678,0,94413330,0,280828,0,1
c19 = λ
(0.0544863i)
625,0,−74510,0,2805681,0,−22757678,0,94413330,0,280828,0,1
c20 = λ
(0.1063i)
1,0,4982,0,−2155,0,−25
Again, it is easy to verify this gives a solution, shown in module-GPAs-EH4.nb.
Appendix A. Constructing EH3 via a Q-system
We now show that 1 ⊕ f (6) ∈ EH2 can be endowed with the structure of a Q-system. To do so, we
prove a result similar to [GI08, Lemma 3.3].
Denition A.1 ([LR97; BKLR15, Def. 3.8]). A Q-system in a rigid C∗-tensor category C is an algebra
object (A, µ, i) which satises the following properties:
• (C∗-Frobenius) (idA ⊗µ) ◦ (µ∗ ⊗ idA) = µ∗ ◦ µ = (µ ⊗ idA) ◦ (idA ⊗µ∗),
• (special) µ ◦ µ∗ is a (non-zero) multiple of idA, and
• (standard) i∗ ◦ i = √dimC (A) id1C and µ ◦ µ∗ = √dimC (A) idA.
Proposition A.2. Suppose σ is a symmetrically self-dual object in a unitary fusion category C with
dim(σ ) > 1. If T ∈ Hom(σ ⊗ σ → σ ) and b > 0 such that
• (bigon)
T
T
?
?
σ σ
σ
σ
= b
σ
• (rotational invariance) T
?
σ σ
σ
= T
?
σ σ
σ
• (self-adjoint) T ∗
?
σ σ
σ
= T
?
σ
σσ
, and
• (I=H)
T
T
?
?
σ σ σ
σ
σ
−
T
T
?
?
σσσ
σ
σ
=
b
dim(σ ) − 1
©­­­­­­« σ σ σ
σ
−
σ σ σ
σ ª®®®®®®¬
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then 1 ⊕ σ can be canonically endowed with the structure of a Q-system. If moreover dim(HomC (1,σ )) = 0,
then 1 ⊕ σ is irreducible.
Remark A.3. If σ ∈ C is simple, then the existence of b > 0 such that the bigon axiom holds for T follows
formally from the rotational invariance and self-adjoint axioms.
Proof. Let A = 1 ⊕ σ . We need to construct maps µ : A ⊗ A → A and i : 1 → A such that (A, µ, i) is a
Q-system. We dene µ as follows:
1 1 σ
1 id1 0
σ 0 evσ
σ 1 σ
1 0 idσ
σ idσ cT
We now solve for c using associativity. The only interesting diagram to check is when the boundaries are
all σ , which simplies to
T
T
?
?
σ σ σ
σ
σ
−
T
T
?
?
σσσ
σ
σ
=
1
c2
©­­­­­­« σ σ σ
σ
−
σ σ σ
σ ª®®®®®®¬
Hence we must have c = ±
(
dim(σ )−1
b
)1/2
. Notice that these two choices for c give algebras A± which are
isomorphic via (id1,− idσ ) : A± → A∓. Without loss of generality, we take A = A+.
We see that i = (id1, 0) : 1C → A = 1C ⊕ σ is the unique unit such that (A, µ, i) is an algebra. By
construction, µ is rotationally invariant and self-adjoint (as in hypotheses of this propostion). Together
with the facts that (A, µ, i) is an algebra and (A, µ∗, i∗) is a coalgebra, this immediately implies the C∗-
Frobenius property. It is now straightforward to check that (A, µ, i) is actually special. Indeed, this follows
automatically as Hom(1C ,A) is one dimensional c.f. [BKLR15, Lem. 3.3]. Finally, another straightforward
calculation shows that i∗ ◦ i = id1C and
µ ◦ µ∗ = (1 + dim(σ )) id1C +(2 + c2b) idσ = dimC (A) idA .
Hence normalizing by a factor of
√
dimC (A) yields a (standard) Q-system.
The nal statement now follows since dim(HomC (1, 1 ⊕ σ )) = 1. 
A.1. Constructing the Q-system. Below, we use the notational convention that a solid bar across a
number of strings denotes the Jones-Wenzl idempotent on that number of strands. For example,
3 3
= f (6)
6
6
.
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We dene the following elements in Hom(f (6) ⊗ f (6) → f (6)):
T0 =
3 3 3 3
33
T1 = S
?
6 5 1
5 1
T2 = S
?
651
51
T3 =
S
?
5 5
6
Fact A.4. Recall the following formula for coecients in the Jones-Wenzl idempotent f (k):
coe
∈ f (k )
(
a b c
)
= (−1)b+1 [a + 1][c + 1][k] .
Lemma A.5. The set {T0,T1,T2,T3} is linearly independent and is thus a basis for Hom(f (6) ⊗ f (6) → f (6)).
Proof. Suppose
∑3
j=0 λjTj = 0. We calculate the coecient of the following diagrams in
∑3
j=0 λjTj :
C := S
?
10
6
1 1
By expanding the Jones Wenzls in
∑3
j=0 λjTj and noticing that almost all positions of cups or caps put a
cap on S (which is uncappable), we calculate that the coecient in
∑3
j=0 λjTj of C is given by
λ1coe∈ f (6)
(
4
)
+ λ3ω
3
Scoe∈ f (6)
(
4
)
= −λ1 [5][6] + (−1)
3λ3
−1
[6] =
λ3 − [5]λ1
[6] .
This quantity must be zero as
∑3
j=0 λjTj = 0. Now considering the 6-click rotations of
∑3
j=0 λjTj and C , we
also see that
λ1 − [5]λ2
[6] = 0 and
λ2 − [5]λ3
[6] = 0.
This is only possible when λ1 = λ2 = λ3 = 0. We now conclude that λ0 = 0 as well. 
Corollary A.6. Any rotationally invariant map f (6) ⊗ f (6) → f (6) is of the form αT0 + β(T1 +T2 +T3).
Proof. This follows from the previous lemma together with T1,T2,T3 being rotations of each other. 
Corollary A.7. The element T = αT0 + β(T1 +T2 +T3) is self-adjoint if and only if α is real and β is purely
imaginary.
Proof. Since ω3S = (−1)3 = −1, denoting σ = f (6), we have
T ∗0?
σ σ
σ
= T0
?
σ
σσ
, T ∗2?
σ σ
σ
= − T2
?
σ
σσ
and T ∗1?
σ σ
σ
= − T3
?
σ
σσ
. 
Corollary A.8. The element T = αT0 + β(T1 +T2 +T3) for α ∈ R and β ∈ iR satises the bigon axiom if
and only if at least one of α and β are nonzero.
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Proof. Since T is self-adjoint, the bigon axiom is equivalent to T ∗T ∈ End(f (6)) = C being non-zero and
positive, which holds if T , 0. 
A.2. Calculations in the graph planar algebra. We still need to nd α ∈ R and β ∈ iR, not both zero,
so that T = αT0 + β(T1 +T2 +T3) satises the I = H relation.
This calculation is performed in the lopsided graph planar algebra [MP14, §1] of the EH2 − EH1
subfactor principal graph. Recall that in [BMPS12] we gave explicit formulas for the image of the generator
S of the Extended Haagerup subfactor planar algebra in the (spherical) graph planar algebra. It is just a
small normalization issue to obtain this element in the lopsided graph planar algebra. This lopsided graph
planar algebra is built out of vector spaces over the number eld Q(λ), where λ is the largest imaginary
root of λ6 + 2λ4 − 3λ2 − 5.
We rst prepare the elements T0,T1,T2,T3 by direct calculation in the graph planar algebra (rst
constructing the 6-strand Jones-Wenzl idempotent using the usual Wenzl recursion formula).
In a world with bigger and faster computers, we would next calculate the 32 compositions
Ti
Tj
?
?
σ σ σ
σ
σ
Ti
Tj
?
?
σσσ
σ
σ
for i, j = 0, 1, 2, 3 and σ = f (6), as well as the diagrams
σ σ σ
σ
σ σ σ
σ
.
These are each elements in the 24 boundary point space of the graph planar algebra, which is unfortunately
rather large, at 50,996,510-dimensional. Each of the elements would take several gigabytes to store, and
in practice this approach runs into tedious memory management issues. Rather than preparing the actual
element I −H on the left hand side of the I = H relation, as a quadratic expression in α and β , we attempt
to solve the I = H equation component by component in the graph planar algebra.
Although in many components this equation is trivially satised, unsurprisingly we quickly obtain
enough equations to solve for α and β , nding that β = i and α is the largest root (all are real) of
5λ6 + 17λ4 − 18λ2 + 1, approximately 0.8932. By Corollaries A.6, A.7, and A.8, there is a unique such
T ∈ Hom(σ ⊗ σ → σ ), which by Proposition A.2, gives two isomorphic Q-system structures on 1 ⊕ σ .
Finally, we still need to check that these values gives a solution to the I = H equation. To do this,
we directly evaluate T in the graph planar algebra with these values of α and β , and compute the two
compositions appearing on the left hand side of the I = H relation. This is a lengthy computation (about
an hour, but as it eventually checks relations in a ∼ 51 × 106 dimensional vector space over a number
eld, the unoptimised calculation requires at least 64gb of RAM), and eventually veries that we have
found a Q-system structure on 1 ⊕ σ .
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Appendix B. Possible skein theoretic approaches to EH3 and EH4
For Asaeda–Haagerup it turned out that one of the fusion categories in its Morita equivalence class
was an Izumi quadratic category, which illuminated why the Asaeda–Haagerup category exists. We
would love for EH3 or EH4 to t into a nicer story in a similar way thereby explaining the currently
mysterious Extended Haagerup categories. However, we have not yet found any direct approaches to
understanding these new fusion categories. In particular, none of these categories have any invertible
objects or additional symmetries that were hidden in the original Extended Haagerup categories. There
are two skein theoretic approaches to understanding EH4 that are potentially promising.
First, we saw in the §2.5 that there is a (3, 3)-supertransitive quadrilateral which is non-commuting
and cocommuting where the lower inclusions are the subfactor of index roughly 8.0 from Equation
(2.4) and the upper inclusions are the subfactor of index roughly 7.0 from Equation (2.2). One could try
to construct this quadrilateral directly. Following [GI08] and unpublished planar algebra approaches
of Grossman and Snyder, one can try to give a skein theoretic construction of highly supertransitive
quadrilaterals. Unfortunately this approach remains unpublished because it has not yet succeeded for
any important examples. Nonetheless, it doesn’t seem entirely hopeless.
Second, there’s an intriguing pattern that EH3 comes from a Q-system on 1 ⊕ (X ⊗ X ) in EH2 while
EH4 would come from a Q-system on 1 ⊕ (Y ⊗ Y ). So it would be natural to try to classify triples of a
tensor category, a non-self-dual simple object X , and a Q-system structure on 1 ⊕ (X ⊗X ). By self-duality
of the Q-system we see that X ⊗ X  X ⊗ X , and there is a very nice skein theoretic category which is
universal for tensor categories with an object X satisfying X ⊗ X  X ⊗ X
Denition B.1. Let ζ be a fourth root of unity, let Uζ be the oriented planar algebra given by the
following generators
? ?
and relations
? = ζ
?
, ? = ζ −1
?
,
?
?
= , = d .
Using that the diagrams are bipartite, an easy Euler characteristic argument shows that you can
evaluate all closed diagrams inUζ , and that it has nite dimensional box spaces. The simple objects in
Uζ are the tensor products of two Jones-Wenzls f (i) ⊗ f (j) where each Jones-Wenzl alternates up-down,
with the rst one starting with an up arrow, and the second one starting with the same up/down that the
previous one ended with. (In the degenerate case where i = 0 the second Jones-Wenzl starts with a down
arrow.) The fusion graph forUζ is given by the following:
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f (0) ⊗ f (0)
f (0) ⊗ f (1)
f (0) ⊗ f (2)
...
f (1) ⊗ f (0)
f (1) ⊗ f (1)
f (1) ⊗ f (2)
...
f (2) ⊗ f (0)
f (2) ⊗ f (1)
f (2) ⊗ f (2)
...
. . .
. . .
. . .
. .
.
Remark B.2. Uζ can be constructed algebraically as a Z/4Z extension of SO(3)q  SO(3)q for d = q + q−1.
Such extensions can be classied following [ENO10]. The Brauer–Picard group of SO(3)q is Z/2Z where
the nontrivial bimodule is the the category of representations of SU(2)q with odd highest weight. The
Brauer–Picard group of SO(3)q  SO(3)q is richer because of the outer automorphism interchanging the
two factors. There are four module categories with the correct dual category (picking a parity for the
highest weight in each factor), but each gives two bimodule categories using the outer automorphism.
So the whole group is the 8-element dihedral group. In particular, there’s an element of order 4 in
the Brauer group which we use to build our map from Z/4Z. One then checks that two obstructions
vanish, the rst because there are no non-trivial invertible objects or gradings, and the second because
H 4(Z/4,C×) vanishes because the group is cyclic. Finally there’s a choice of element of H 3(Z/4Z,C×),
which corresponds exactly to ζ .
We now consider what it would mean to in addition have a Q-system structure on 1 ⊕ (X ⊗ X ). First,
since Q-systems are symmetrically self-dual we see that ζ = ±1. Second, having a Q-system lets us build
a shaded planar algebra where the 2-strand shaded Jones-Wenzl corresponds to (X ⊗ X ). That is we have
an oriented strand type corresponding to X and an shaded strand type corresponding to 1 ⊕ (X ⊗ X ) as a
module over itself. This gives us the following additional generators
and relations
?
= ,
?
= , = ? , = ?
= , = f (2) , = 0 = , =
√
d2 + 1.
In the case of X ∈ EH3 the space Hom(X ⊗3,X ⊗3) = Hom(X ⊕W ,X ⊕W ) is only 1 dimensional, so
unless the coecient magically vanishes, we have a Yang-Baxter relation (in the sense of [Liu15]) saying
the following diagrams are proportional (and the same if you reverse all arrows).
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∼Similarly (unless α is miraculously zero) there is a Yang-Baxter relation of the following form:
= α + β + γ
Unfortunately, these relations do not suce to simplify all closed diagrams following [Liu15], because
several diagrams do not satisfy any Yang-Baxter relations. Specically the following two diagrams
(together with their rotations, and switching the directions of all arrows) do not satisfy Yang-Baxter
relations because there are no 4-boxes with the appropriate shading/orientation on the other side.
and
?
.
There are closed diagrams which cannot be easily simplied using on the specic Yang-Baxter relations
that we have. The simplest such diagram we found involves 16-vertices. Nonetheless this approach seems
promising, even if it’s beyond current skein theory techniques.
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